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Badri Management Consultancy is proud to have won the Strategic Partner of the Industry at
the 8th Middle East Insurance Industry Awards 2021 conducted by Middle East Insurance
Review.

MIIA have held a predominant position by inspiring initiatives towards Product Innovation,
Corporate Social Responsibility & Long-Term Sustainability. The fact that we won this award a
second time around bring fruits to the efforts we are putting in. These awards are the
reflection of the trust and loyalty of our esteemed clients, and the hard work and dedication of
all our people at Badri.

We have started many new trends like regular research reports and industry workshops and
training with the intention of raising the level of transparency and technical expertise within
the industry. We consider ourselves as solution architects strengthening our partners to
optimize performance and winning this prestigious award means we are going in the right
direction.

Thank you, Middle East Insurance Review and the judges, for acknowledging all the efforts put
in behind the scenes.
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Badri Management Consultancy is the fastest growing
Actuarial Consulting Firm in the Middle East, recognized for
its collaborative approach to working with its clients as
Profit Optimizing Partners. We are serving as Appointed
Actuary for over 20 companies in the GCC. In addition, we
are providing other services including IFRS17
Implementations, Development of ERM Framework,
Specialized services for Medical Insurance and TPAs,
Business Intelligence solutions and End of Service Benefits
Valuations.

About BADRI Management Consultancy
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Solution architects strengthening our partners to
optimize performance

VISION

We help our clients be the best version of themselves
by fostering partnerships, challenging norms and
providing cutting edge solutions. We inspire our
people to constantly evolve and chase excellence with
integrity in a diverse, exciting and growth-oriented
culture.

MISSION

INTEGRITY
We uphold the highest standards of integrity in all our actions by being professional, transparent and
independent.

CORE VALUES

CHASING EXCELLENCE
Through our empowered teams, we raise the bar by challenging norms to provide cutting edge
solutions to our partners.

FOSTERING PARTNERSHIPS
We foster partnerships with all our stakeholders through collaboration, empathy and adaptability.

BREEDING EXCITEMENT
We value our people and create an exciting environment for them to develop.

GROWTH-CENTRIC
We believe in creating a vibrant culture through continuous personal and professional growth of our
people, while also growing the business.
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36%

14%11%

8%

8%

24%

MARKET SHARE

NLIF DICS AMAT OQIC OUIC Others

BUSINESS WRITTEN
RO 404 million
(RO 387 million in 2020)
(RO 403 million in 2019)

RETENTION RATIO
55%
(57% in 2020)
(57% in 2019)

PROFIT GROWTH

-46%
(36% in 2020)
(14% in 2019)

NET TECHNICAL RESERVES
RO 196 million
(RO 192 million in 2020)
(RO 200 million in 2019)

NET LOSS RATIO
71%
(63% in 2020)
(69% in 2019)

COMBINED RATIO
101%
(90% in 2020)
(94% in 2019)

RETURN ON EQUITY
8%
(15% in 2020)
(12% in 2019)

INSURANCE RECEIVABLE

33%
(27% in 2020)
(33% in 2019)

Summary of 2021 & Historical Trends
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Gross Written Premiums

At year end of 2021, the insurance companies in the Sultanate saw an increase of 4%
in written business as compared to 2020. The gross written premium for the year
stands at RO 404 million (2020: RO 387 million). The business written during the first
few months of 2020 was significantly low as the industry was impacted by COVID-19.
As business started reverting to normal, companies continued to engage in an ongoing
severe pricing competition which has resulted in higher business volume despite the
low prices.

As the market is highly competitive and saturated in certain portfolios, a few
companies that have adhered to conservative underwriting practices (OUIC, AINS,
VISN and MCTI) observed a decrease in premiums over the year.

The TOP 5 insurers in terms of GWP amounted to RO 307 million, hence contributing
to 76% of the overall market, (2020: 74%).

NLIF being the market leader in Health and Life Insurance contributed 36% share in
insurance sector for year end 2021, (2020: 35%). NLIF's premium of RO 146 million
(2020: RO 134 million) includes RO 81 million (2020: RO 72 million) from overseas
subsidiaries which is about 56% of their total business. However, as the consolidated
numbers are available in the financial statements, the same have been used
throughout this report.

DICS exhibited the highest GWP growth rate of 13%, while VISN observed the largest
decline of 23%.
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Gross Written Premiums

NLIF, which is the market leader and has the largest business volume, concentrates its business in Health and Life Insurance.

Excluding NLIF, the companies operating in Oman concentrate predominantly in Non-Life Insurance Business. 89% of the GWP excluding NLIF is attributable to Non-Life
Insurance, while as a percentage of the overall market including NLIF, this works out to 59% for year end 2021. The ratios have declined by 1% since the previous year.

The Health and Life segment grew by 8% due to implementation of mandatory health insurance in mid 2020 whereas the stiff competition and softening of prices, especially
for Motor, led to a 2% growth in the Non-Life segment.

The graph is sorted with respect to Gross Written Premium in descending order.
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Retention Ratio

The retention ratios have been calculated as a ratio of net written premiums to gross written premiums. The graphs are sorted in descending order of retention ratio.

The weighted average retention ratio for the companies in the Sultanate for the year 2020 stood at 57% and has declined to 55% in 2021. AINS reflects the highest retention
among the listed companies at 84% while OQIC depicts the lowest retention of 22%.

Although there may be exceptions, retention ratios are generally reflective of lines of business being underwritten; Motor and Medical generally tend to have high retention
ratios while commercial lines such as Aviation, Engineering and Fire tend to have lower retention. The same is reflected by Life business having higher retention levels than Non-
Life business.

The weighted average retention ratio for Non-Life stands at 44% (2020: 47%) for 2021 in contrast with Life business retention ratio which is computed as 71% (2020: 68%).

A further segmented analysis on a line of business is not performed due to limited information being available.
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Profit Before Tax

The listed insurance companies in the Sultanate of Oman have shown a profit decline of 46%,
where the total profit amounted to RO 21 million for the year 2021 (2020: RO 39 million). If
NLIF, TAOI and VISN are excluded from this analysis, the profit decline reduces to -9% (from -
46%) for the year 2021.

The year 2021 has not been favorable as benefits of low claims in 2020 have reversed its trend
in 2021, accompanied with the increased claims activity due to tropical storm Shaheen and the
decline in average prices.

NLIF booked the highest profit amounting to RO 8.6 million. However, this is a decrease of 51%
from the previous year (2020: RO 17.5 million). NLIF makes up 41% of the total profit of the
companies in the Sultanate for the year 2021. It should also be noted that profits from business
within Oman amount to RO 10.4 million (120% of their overall profits) while their overseas
businesses have made a loss of RO 1.7 million. The drop in profits in NLIF is significant and
attributed to losses in overseas business.

The highest profit growth was recorded by MCTI of about 81% while the largest decline of
383% for the period was recorded by TAOI.

For Takaful companies, net profits before tax on policyholder and shareholder accounts are
consolidated for comparative purpose.
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Profit Before Tax

All listed companies, except MCTI, VISN and TAOI, have recorded profits from their underwriting activities. As demonstrated by the first graph, NLIF recorded the highest
underwriting profits; however, nearly half (56%) of their business is overseas which generated a loss of RO 1.7 million. Moreover, underwriting income for most companies has
reduced as compared to 2020. This decline is due to claims returning to normal levels after 2020 pandemic-induced lockdowns and prices that were held back by competition.

The second graph demonstrates the investment income earned by each of the companies over the year 2021. Similar to underwriting income, NLIF has recorded the highest
investment income as well. It should again be noted that not all of this income is generated within Oman. Equity markets in GCC have recovered post pandemic which has
resulted in 26% increase in investment income for the insurance industry as compared to year 2020.

Lastly, we have depicted investment yield, calculated by dividing the investment income from 2021 by the average of opening and closing invested assets of the year. The
highest investment yield is exhibited by OQIC (9%) while the investment yield for all other companies hovers close to the industry average of 5% (2020: 4%). It should be noted
that most of the companies have held large amounts of investments under term deposits that have a return rate of roughly 5% which is consistent with the investment yield.

The graphs are sorted in descending order of 2021 Profit.
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Profit Before Tax

The graphs show the composition of profit before tax which comprises of underwriting
income and investment income. The total underwriting income earned by the Omani listed
companies amounts to RO 0.8 million for 2021 which is a steep decline from the previous
year (2020: RO 22 million). Meanwhile, the overall investment income for 2021 amounts
to RO 22 million (2020: RO 17 million).

All listed Companies in Oman have recorded profits from their investments. However,
MCTI, VISN and TAOI recorded a loss on underwriting activities.

For VISN and TAOI, the investment income was not sufficient to offset the underwriting
losses while for MCTI, investment income exceeds the loss recorded in underwriting
activities which has allowed them to recoup their losses and recording overall profits for
the company.

It should be noted that for all companies except AINS, major proportion of the profits are
attributed to investment income. This shows the importance of investment income in the
industry when the primary profit source of insurance companies is expected to be from
underwriting.

The analysis presented here is sorted by 2021 Profit.
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Profit as a Percentage of Net Earned Premium

The first graph shows the profits as a percentage of net earned premium. The
industry was showing a stable trend until 2019. However, in 2020, the profit
margin is significantly higher which is indicative of the lowered claim activity that
resulted due to COVID-19. In 2021, the profit margin has declined below the 2019
(pre-pandemic) level.

The year 2021 has been adversely impacted by a various factors. Firstly, the end of
the lockdown brought about resumption of normal claim activity. In addition,
Oman was also affected by cyclone Shaheen which caused large number of Motor
and Property claims. Further, there is competitive pressure which continues to
pull prices down.

The Profit Margin of the Oman Insurance Industry stands at around 10% for 2021
(2020: 18%).

The second chart demonstrates the profit margin by company. The highest profit
margin is depicted by OQIC at 52% which is nearly quintuple the industry average.
Meanwhile TAOI (-51%) followed by VISN (-37%) have lowest profit margins
which are driven by loss in their underwriting activities.

The Profit Margin is calculated as profit before tax as a proportion of net earned
premium.

The above analysis is sorted in decreasing order of 2021 Profit
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Conventional Vs Takaful
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BUSINESS GROWTH FOR CONVENTIONAL & TAKAFUL INSURERS 

Premium Growth Profit Growth

In the Sultanate of Oman, out of 10 listed insurance companies, only 2
operate as Takaful Insurers (TAOI & AMAT), contributing 18% of the total
written business in 2021 which is a marginal increase compared to 17% in
2020.

While there has been a slight growth in premium (3%), Conventional
business has exhibited a 35% decline in profits. This is driven by the
decreasing profits for 5 out of 8 Conventional companies which is a direct
result of the current circumstances.

On the Takaful front, there has been a 9% growth in premium while profits
have declined by 523%. Both TAOI and AMAT recorded decline in profits.
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Premium Benchmarked based on Profitability

Company
Ranking

Indic.
Gross Premium Profit

This table ranks the conventional business based on gross written
premium and profit before tax. The Indic column indicates whether the
profit ranks above or below the premium rank.

NLIF being the market leader has retained its position on both in gross
written premium and profit.

An important observation can be made for OUIC, which despite its low
premium volume, managed to generate profit that is ranked second. Their
high profits can be attributed to their investment strategy. On the contrary,
TAOI has ranked last in terms of profit even though it ranked 6th in terms
of premium. This is because they have recorded substantial losses in their
underwriting front.

The chart is sorted by Gross Premium and represents the company’s movement
based on their profitability
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NLIF 1 1 -       
DICS 2 5 (3)         
AMAT 3 7 (4)         
OQIC 4 4 -       
OUIC 5 2 3          
TAOI 6 10 (4)         
AFIC 7 6 1          
VISN 8 9 (1)         
AINS 9 3 6          
MCTI 10 8 2          


Industry Highlights

				Business Written		Retention Ratio		Profit Growth		Net Technical Reserves

				RO 403 mn by listed companies		55%		-46%		RO 196 mn

				2020-Q4: RO 387 mn		2020-Q4: 56%		2020-Q4: 36%		2020-Q4: RO 192 mn

				Net Loss ratio		Combined Ratio		ROE		Insurance Receivables

				71%		101%		8%		33%

				2020-Q4: 63%		2020-Q4: 90%		2020-Q4: 15%		2020-Q4: 27%









5 years trend

								Profit																				Premium

										2017		2018		2019		2020		2021												2017		2018		2019		2020		2021

								Q4		25,548,646		24,874,400		28,993,678		38,482,288		21,129,687										Q4		354,618,652		381,073,449		404,381,660		386,597,827		403,541,761

																		-45%

								There was an upward trend in the premium which was hindered in 2020 by the pandemic. The industry has since continued to show growth in written business 

								On the other hand, the profits recorded in 2020 were at their highest as the lockdown and restrictions resulted in dampened claim activity

								However, in 2021 the profits have nearly halved since the previous year. This decline can be attributed to the resumption of claim activity post pandemic coupled with declining premiums due to the ongoing price war.

																								* further details are discussed in section ___)

























PREMIUM TREND OVER 5 YEARS



Q4	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	354618652	381073449	404381660	386597827	403541761	



RO Millions







PROFIT TREND OVER 5 YEARS



Q4	2017	2018	2019	2020	2021	25548646	24874400	28993678	38482288	21129687	



RO Millions









Earning Per Share



						Company		EPS 2020-Q4		EPS 2021-Q4

						VISN		0.011		-0.018				-0.029

						MCTI		0.032		0.070				0.038

						AINS		0.044		0.038				-0.006

						OQIC		0.021		0.031				0.010

						NLIF		0.057		0.028				-0.029

						OUIC		0.043		0.040				-0.003

						DICS		0.039		0.026				-0.013

						AMAT		0.004		0.005				0.001

						AFIC		0.016		0.016				0.000

						TAOI		0.021		0.008				-0.013

								0.288		0.244

						The listed insurance market. experienced an overall decrease in earnings in 2021 

						All Companies except MCTI, OQIC and AMAT experienced a decrease in earnings in 2021 which has resulted in the listed insurance market experiencing an overall decrease as well.





GWP - Companies

		TOP 5		16,943,935		386,597,826		403,541,761		4%

				Company		GWP 2020 - Q4		GWP 2021 - Q4		Premium Growth

				NLIF		134,027,845		146,458,990		9%

				DICS		48,495,409		55,021,056		13%

				AMAT		39,598,785		44,124,069		11%

				OQIC		31,281,072		31,394,078		0%

				OUIC		30,908,180		30,458,362		-1%

				Total 		284,311,291		307,456,555		8%

						74%		76%

						35%		36%

		Others

				Company		GWP 2020 - Q4		GWP 2021 - Q4		Premium Growth

				TAOI		25,248,927		26,654,993		6%

				AFIC		18,285,838		20,443,018		12%

				VISN		22,847,816		17,608,957		-23%

				AINS		19,086,004		17,571,025		-8%

				MCTI		16,817,950		13,807,213		-18%

				Total		102,286,535		96,085,206		-6%



				NLIF		146,458,990		36%		- 0

				DICS		55,021,056		14%		- 0

				AMAT		44,124,069		11%		- 0

				OQIC		31,394,078		8%		- 0

				OUIC		30,458,362		8%		- 0

				Others		96,085,206		24%		- 0

						403,541,761









TOP 5



GWP 2020 - Q4	NLIF	DICS	AMAT	OQIC	OUIC	134027845	48495409	39598785	31281072	30908180	GWP 2021 - Q4	[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]

NLIF	DICS	AMAT	OQIC	OUIC	146458990	55021056	44124069	31394078	30458362	9%	13%	11%	0%	-1%	

RO  Millions



Others

GWP 2020 - Q4	TAOI	AFIC	VISN	AINS	MCTI	25248927	18285838	22847816	19086004	16817950	GWP 2021 - Q4	[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]

TAOI	AFIC	VISN	AINS	MCTI	26654993	20443018	17608957	17571025	13807213	6%	12%	-23%	-8%	-18%	

RO Millions



Market Share

[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]

NLIF	DICS	AMAT	OQIC	OUIC	Others	146458990	55021056	44124069	31394078	30458362	96085206	36%	14%	11%	8%	8%	24%	

at year end of 2021, the insurance companies in the Sultanate saw an increase of 4% in written business as compared to the corresponding period in 2020. The gross written premium for the period stands at RO 403 million (2020-Q4: RO 387 million). The business written during the first few months of 2020 was significantly low as the sector was impacted by COVID-19; however, by 2020-Q4, businesses started reverting to normal. The growth in overall premium can also be attributed to implementation of mandatory health insurance in mid 2020. However, a few companies (OUIC, AINS, VISN and MCTI) observed a decrease in premiums when compared to last year.
The TOP 5 insurers in terms of GWP amounted to RO 307 million, hence contributing  to 76% of the overall market. 
NLIF being the market leader in Health and Life Insurance contributed 36% share in insurance sector for year end 2021. NLIF's premium of RO 146 million includes RO 64 million from overseas subsidiaries which is about 52% of their total business. However, as the consolidated numbers are reported, we have used the consolidated financial statements.
DICS exhibited the highest GWP growth rate of 13%, while VISN observed the largest decline of 23%.




GWP by LOB

		change																						GWP 31-Dec-2020		232,124,342		154,473,484		386,597,827

																Top Order		- 0						GWP 31-Dec-2021		237,251,355		166,290,406		403,541,761

																										2%		8%		4%

		Company		Year		General Insurance		Health and Life Insurance		Total						Company		Year		General Insurance		Health and Life Insurance		Total		General Insurance		Health and Life Insurance		Total

		AFIC		GWP 31-Dec-2021		16,216,102		4,226,916		20,443,018		(2,157,180)		1		NLIF		GWP 31-Dec-2020		19,624,894		114,402,951		134,027,846		15%		85%		100%

		AFIC		GWP 31-Dec-2020		15,095,298		3,190,540		18,285,838		2,157,180		2				GWP 31-Dec-2021		19,359,195		127,099,795		146,458,990		13%		87%		100%

		AINS		GWP 31-Dec-2021		17,569,007		2,018		17,571,025		1,514,979		3		DICS		GWP 31-Dec-2020		42,662,387		5,833,021		48,495,409		88%		12%		100%

		AINS		GWP 31-Dec-2020		19,080,139		5,865		19,086,004		(1,514,979)		4				GWP 31-Dec-2021		47,765,939		7,255,117		55,021,056		87%		13%		100%

		AMAT		GWP 31-Dec-2021		41,305,979		2,818,090		44,124,069		(4,525,284)		5		AMAT		GWP 31-Dec-2020		36,963,467		2,635,318		39,598,785		93%		7%		100%

		AMAT		GWP 31-Dec-2020		36,963,467		2,635,318		39,598,785		4,525,284		6				GWP 31-Dec-2021		41,305,979		2,818,090		44,124,069		94%		6%		100%

		DICS		GWP 31-Dec-2021		47,765,939		7,255,117		55,021,056		(6,525,647)		7		OQIC		GWP 31-Dec-2020		22,973,560		8,307,513		31,281,072		73%		27%		100%

		DICS		GWP 31-Dec-2020		42,662,387		5,833,021		48,495,409		6,525,647		8				GWP 31-Dec-2021		25,379,621		6,014,457		31,394,078		81%		19%		100%

		MCTI		GWP 31-Dec-2021		10,554,317		3,252,896		13,807,213		3,010,737		9		OUIC		GWP 31-Dec-2020		26,056,783		4,851,397		30,908,180		84.0%		16.0%		100%

		MCTI		GWP 31-Dec-2020		12,772,764		4,045,186		16,817,950		(3,010,737)		10				GWP 31-Dec-2021		27,059,121		3,399,241		30,458,362		89.0%		11.0%		100%

		NLIF		GWP 31-Dec-2021		19,359,195		127,099,795		146,458,990		(12,431,145)		11		TAOI		GWP 31-Dec-2020		15,726,176		9,522,751		25,248,927		62%		38%		100%

		NLIF		GWP 31-Dec-2020		19,624,894		114,402,951		134,027,846		12,431,144		12				GWP 31-Dec-2021		16,002,096		10,652,897		26,654,993		60%		40%		100%

		OQIC		GWP 31-Dec-2021		25,379,621		6,014,457		31,394,078		(113,006)		13		AFIC		GWP 31-Dec-2020		15,095,298		3,190,540		18,285,838		83%		17%		100%

		OQIC		GWP 31-Dec-2020		22,973,560		8,307,513		31,281,072		113,006		14				GWP 31-Dec-2021		16,216,102		4,226,916		20,443,018		79%		21%		100%

		OUIC		GWP 31-Dec-2021		27,059,121		3,399,241		30,458,362		449,818		15		VISN		GWP 31-Dec-2020		21,168,874		1,678,942		22,847,816		93%		7%		100%

		OUIC		GWP 31-Dec-2020		26,056,783		4,851,397		30,908,180		(449,818)		16				GWP 31-Dec-2021		16,039,978		1,568,979		17,608,957		91%		9%		100%

		TAOI		GWP 31-Dec-2021		16,002,096		10,652,897		26,654,993		(1,406,066)		17		AINS		GWP 31-Dec-2020		19,080,139		5,865		19,086,004		100%		0%		100%

		TAOI		GWP 31-Dec-2020		15,726,176		9,522,751		25,248,927		1,406,066		18				GWP 31-Dec-2021		17,569,007		2,018		17,571,025		100%		0%		100%

		VISN		GWP 31-Dec-2021		16,039,978		1,568,979		17,608,957		5,238,859		19		MCTI		GWP 31-Dec-2020		12,772,764		4,045,186		16,817,950		76%		24%		100%

		VISN		GWP 31-Dec-2020		21,168,874		1,678,942		22,847,816		(5,238,859)		20				GWP 31-Dec-2021		10,554,317		3,252,896		13,807,213		76%		24%		100%

						469,375,697		320,763,890		790,139,587																General Insurance		Health and Life Insurance

				2021		237,251,355		166,290,406		403,541,761								GWP 31-Dec-2020						16,943,935		232,124,342		154,473,484		386,597,826		4%				-7%

						59%		41%										GWP 31-Dec-2021						(16,943,935)		237,251,355		166,290,406		403,541,761

				2020		232,124,342		154,473,484		386,597,826										Non Life		Life				- 0		- 0

						60%		40%		-1								Excluding NLIF		212,765,147		27,373,689				2%		8%		Trend

																		Non Life Ratio		89%						60%		2021 Non Life proportion

						217,892,160		27,373,689		245,265,849																59%		2020 Non Life proportion

						89%		11%

																NLIF		13%		87%																																2		3		4

						2%		8%		4%																																						Company		Year		General Insurance		Health and Life Insurance		Total

																DICS		87%		13%																										1		NLIF		GWP 31-Dec-2020		15%		85%		100%

																																														2				GWP 31-Dec-2021		13%		87%		100%

																AMAT		94%		6%																										3		DICS		GWP 31-Dec-2020		88%		12%		100%

																																														4				GWP 31-Dec-2021		87%		13%		100%

																OQIC		81%		19%																										5		AMAT		GWP 31-Dec-2020		93%		7%		100%

																																														6				GWP 31-Dec-2021		94%		6%		100%

																OUIC		89%		11%																										7		OQIC		GWP 31-Dec-2020		73%		27%		100%

																																														8				GWP 31-Dec-2021		81%		19%		100%

																TAOI		60%		40%																										9		OUIC		GWP 31-Dec-2020		84%		16%		100%

																																														10				GWP 31-Dec-2021		89%		11%		100%

																AFIC		79%		21%																										11		TAOI		GWP 31-Dec-2020		62%		38%		100%

																																														12				GWP 31-Dec-2021		60%		40%		100%

																VISN		91%		9%																										13		AFIC		GWP 31-Dec-2020		83%		17%		100%

																																														14				GWP 31-Dec-2021		79%		21%		100%

																AINS		100%		0%																										15		VISN		GWP 31-Dec-2020		93%		7%		100%

																																														16				GWP 31-Dec-2021		91%		9%		100%

																MCTI		76%		24%																										17		AINS		GWP 31-Dec-2020		100%		0%		100%

																																														18				GWP 31-Dec-2021		100%		0%		100%

																																														19		MCTI		GWP 31-Dec-2020		76%		24%		100%

																																														20				GWP 31-Dec-2021		76%		24%		100%



Line of Business wise Written premium Breakup



General Insurance	

GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	NLIF	DICS	AMAT	OQIC	OUIC	TAOI	AFIC	VISN	AINS	MCTI	0.14642400505339764	0.13218167761501018	0.87972011948594964	0.86813926290327836	0.933449523766954	0.93613259012898375	0.73442367959768129	0.80842065181847356	0.84	0.89	0.62284531932782727	0.60034140695516225	0.82551852422623451	0.79323424750689941	0.92651630247722583	0.91089881132653117	0.99969270676040933	0.9998851518337718	0.75947211164261996	0.76440603907537319	Health and Life Insurance	

GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	GWP 31-Dec-2020	GWP 31-Dec-2021	NLIF	DICS	AMAT	OQIC	OUIC	TAOI	AFIC	VISN	AINS	MCTI	0.85357598748546626	0.86781832238498979	0.12027985989354167	0.13186073709672166	6.6550476233046038E-2	6.3867409871016204E-2	0.26557635237053256	0.19157934818152647	0.16	0.11	0.37715468067217273	0.39965859304483781	0.17448147577376547	0.20676575249310059	7.3483697522774172E-2	8.9101188673468848E-2	3.0729323959064451E-4	1.1484816622820809E-4	0.24052788835738007	0.23559396092462687	







NLIF, which is the market leader and has the largest business volume, concentrates its business in Health and Life Insurance.
Excluding NLIF, the companies operating in Oman concentrate predominantly in Non-Life Insurance Business. 89% of the GWP excluding NLIF is attributable to Non-Life Insurance, while as a percentage of the overall market including NLIF, this works out to 59% for year end 2021. The ratios have declined 1% with the corresponding period of the previous year.  

The overall Oman Insurance Industry exhibited a 4% increase in GWP when compared to the corresponding year end 2020. The driving factor of this increase is the Non-Life segment which has experienced a 2% increase whereas the Life segment increased by 8%.
The above graph is sorted with respect to net earned premium in descending order.




Retention Ratio - Company

																																						SORTED		2		3												Retention by Writen Premium

		changes		Company		NWP 2021 - Q3		GWP 2021 - Q3		Retention Ratio 2021 - Q3		Weighted Average Retention Ratio																										Company		NWP 2021 - Q3		GWP 2021 - Q3		Retention Ratio 2021 - Q3		Weighted Average Retention Ratio																								Company		NWP 2021 - Q4		GWP 2021 - Q4		Retention Ratio 2021 - Q4		Weighted Average Retention Ratio

				NLIF		102,195,985		121,547,873		84%		59%		100%																								NLIF		102,195,985		121,547,873		84%		59%																								NLIF		122,164,206		146,458,990		83%		55%

				DICS		18,166,611		45,785,117		40%		59%																										DICS		18,166,611		45,785,117		40%		59%																								DICS		23,661,008		55,021,056		43%		55%

				AMAT		11,771,940		29,957,908		39%		59%																										AMAT		11,771,940		29,957,908		39%		59%																								AMAT		14,834,972		44,124,069		34%		55%

				OQIC		5,084,406		25,458,380		20%		59%																										OQIC		5,084,406		25,458,380		20%		59%																								OQIC		7,010,474		31,394,078		22%		55%

				OUIC		11,181,419		24,609,010		45%		59%																										OUIC		11,181,419		24,609,010		45%		59%																								OUIC		14,331,769		30,458,362		47%		55%

				TAOI		8,989,243		21,616,916		42%		59%																										TAOI		8,989,243		21,616,916		42%		59%																								TAOI		11,106,782		26,654,993		42%		55%

				AFIC		5,550,895		14,495,060		38%		59%																										AFIC		5,550,895		14,495,060		38%		59%																								AFIC		7,238,223		20,443,018		35%		55%

				AINS		11,200,991		13,645,244		82%		59%																										AINS		11,200,991		13,645,244		82%		59%																								VISN		5,040,350		17,608,957		29%		55%

				VISN		3,706,867		12,212,917		30%		59%																										VISN		3,706,867		12,212,917		30%		59%																								AINS		14,696,160		17,571,025		84%		55%

				MCTI		11,677,000		11,677,000		100%		59%																										MCTI		11,677,000		11,677,000		100%		59%																								MCTI		3,642,946		13,807,213		26%		55%

						189,525,357		321,005,425		59%																														189,525,357		321,005,425		59%																												223,726,890		403,541,761		55%

						69,162,761		153,672,435		45.0%																														76,128,381		185,812,308		41.0%







		Non Life				2		3		4																														2		3																										Non Life				2		3

				Company		NWP 2021 - Q3		GWP 2021 - Q3		Retention Ratio 2021 - Q3		Weighted Average Retention Ratio																										Company		NWP 2021 - Q3		GWP 2021 - Q3		Retention Ratio 2021 - Q3		Weighted Average Retention Ratio																								Company		NWP 2021 - Q4		GWP 2021 - Q4		Retention Ratio 2021 - Q4		Weighted Average Retention Ratio

				DICS		15,030,221		40,586,932		37%		49%																										DICS		15,030,221		40,586,932		37%		49%																								NLIF		17,705,301		19,359,195		91%		44%

				AMAT		11,328,429		27,852,970		41%		49%																										AMAT		11,328,429		27,852,970		41%		49%																								DICS		19,660,974		47,765,939		41%		44%

				OQIC		3,457,285		20,926,592		17%		49%																										OQIC		3,457,285		20,926,592		17%		49%																								AMAT		14,238,211		41,305,979		34%		44%

				OUIC		9,924,333		20,867,393		48%		49%																										OUIC		9,924,333		20,867,393		48%		49%																								OQIC		4,734,992		25,379,621		19%		44%

				NLIF		13,388,065		14,311,278		94%		49%																										NLIF		13,388,065		14,311,278		94%		49%																								OUIC		13,037,503		27,059,121		48%		44%

				TAOI		7,521,685		13,961,129		54%		49%																										TAOI		7,521,685		13,961,129		54%		49%																								TAOI		8,948,634		16,002,096		56%		44%

				AINS		11,200,991		13,645,244		82%		49%																										AINS		11,200,991		13,645,244		82%		49%																								AFIC		4,365,499		16,216,102		27%		44%

				AFIC		3,321,023		11,159,195		30%		49%																										AFIC		3,321,023		11,159,195		30%		49%																								VISN		4,888,513

tc={903060E7-0D56-40CD-B6BD-AD7F3FFA8A5B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Estimated. Not given in the financials		16,039,978		30%		44%

				MCTI		9,311,000		9,311,000		100%																												MCTI		9,311,000		9,311,000		100%		49%																								AINS		14,694,156		17,569,007		84%		44%

						84,483,032		172,621,733		49%																																				49%																								MCTI		2,597,367		10,554,317		25%		44%

																																								84,483,032		172,621,733		49%																												104,871,150		237,251,355		44%



		Life																																																																		Life

				Company		NWP 2021 - Q3		GWP 2021 - Q3		Retention Ratio 2021 - Q3		Weighted Average Retention Ratio																										Company		NWP 2021 - Q3		GWP 2021 - Q3		Retention Ratio 2021 - Q3		Weighted Average Retention Ratio																								Company		NWP 2021 - Q4		GWP 2021 - Q4		Retention Ratio 2021 - Q4		Weighted Average Retention Ratio

				NLIF		88,807,920		107,236,595		83%		74%																										NLIF		88,807,920		107,236,595		83%		74%																								NLIF		104,458,905		127,099,795		82%		71%

				TAOI		1,467,558		7,655,787		19%		74%																										TAOI		1,467,558		7,655,787		19%		74%																								DICS		4,000,034		7,255,117		55%		71%

				DICS		3,136,390		5,198,185		60%		74%																										DICS		3,136,390		5,198,185		60%		74%																								AMAT		596,761		2,818,090		21%		71%

				OQIC		1,627,121		4,531,788		36%		74%																										OQIC		1,627,121		4,531,788		36%		74%																								OQIC		2,275,482		6,014,457		38%		71%

				OUIC		1,257,086		3,741,617		34%		74%																										OUIC		1,257,086		3,741,617		34%		74%																								OUIC		1,294,266		3,399,241		38%		71%

				AFIC		2,229,872		3,335,865		67%		74%																										AFIC		2,229,872		3,335,865		67%		74%																								TAOI		2,158,148		10,652,897		20%		71%

				MCTI		2,367,000		2,367,000		100%		74%																										MCTI		2,367,000		2,367,000		100%		74%																								AFIC		2,872,724		4,226,916		68%		71%

				AMAT		443,511		2,104,938		21%		74%																										AMAT		443,511		2,104,938		21%		74%																								VISN		151,837		1,568,979		10%		71%

						101,336,458		136,171,775		74%																																				74%																								AINS		2,004		2,018		99%		71%

																																								101,336,458		136,171,775		74%																										MCTI		1,045,580		3,252,896		32%		71%

																																																																								118,855,741		166,290,406		71%























						0		(403,541,761)



RETENTION RATIO



Retention Ratio 2021 - Q3	Weighted Average Retention Ratio	







RETENTION RATIO - NON–LIFE BUSINESS



Retention Ratio 2021 - Q3	Weighted Average Retention Ratio	







RETENTION RATIO – LIFE BUSINESS



Retention Ratio 2021 - Q3	Weighted Average Retention Ratio	







RETENTION RATIO



Retention Ratio 2021 - Q4	NLIF	DICS	AMAT	OQIC	OUIC	TAOI	AFIC	VISN	AINS	MCTI	0.83411886153250137	0.43003551222281161	0.33621042519899969	0.22330561833986651	0.47053643265517692	0.41668673482675461	0.35406822025984619	0.286237850430	32363	0.83638603894764252	0.26384368807810821	Weighted Average Retention Ratio	0.55440827101906809	0.55440827101906809	0.55440827101906809	0.55440827101906809	0.55440827101906809	0.55440827101906809	0.55440827101906809	0.55440827101906809	0.55440827101906809	0.55440827101906809	







RETENTION RATIO - NON–LIFE BUSINESS



Retention Ratio 2021 - Q4	NLIF	DICS	AMAT	OQIC	OUIC	TAOI	AFIC	VISN	AINS	MCTI	0.91456803859871239	0.41161075049733659	0.34470096931972011	0.1865666945932723	0.48181546621562471	0.55921636765583704	0.2692076677860068	0.30477055517158441	0.83636804288369859	0.24609522340479259	Weighted Average Retention Ratio	0.44202550497551424	0.44202550497551424	0.44202550497551424	0.44202550497551424	0.44202550497551424	0.44202550497551424	0.44202550497551424	0.44202550497551424	0.44202550497551424	0.44202550497551424	







RETENTION RATIO – LIFE BUSINESS



Retention Ratio 2021 - Q4	NLIF	DICS	AMAT	OQIC	OUIC	TAOI	AFIC	VISN	AINS	0.82186525163160173	0.55133969583123199	0.21176080252937271	0.37833540085164802	0.38075146775412511	0.20258789698238891	0.67962646998426279	9.677439914747106E-2	0.99306243805748262	Weighted Average Retention Ratio	0.71474803543386622	0.71474803543386622	0.71474803543386622	0.71474803543386622	0.71474803543386622	0.71474803543386622	0.71474803543386622	0.71474803543386622	0.71474803543386622	







The retention ratios have been calculated as a ratio of net wirtten premiums to gross written premiums. The graphs are sorted in descending order of retention ratio.

The weighted average retention ratio for the companies in the Sultanate for the year end 2020 stood at 57% and has declined to 55% in the corresponding period of 2021. NLIF and AINS reflect the highest retention among the listed companies while OQIC depicts the lowest retention of 22%.
Although there may be exceptions, retention ratios are generally reflective of lines of business being underwritten; Motor and Medical generally tend to have high retention ratios while commercial lines such as Aviation, Engineering and Fire tend to have lower retention. 
Life business shows higher retention levels than Non-Life business.
The weighted average retention ratio for Non-Life stands at 44% for the period in contrast with Life business retention ratio which is computed as 71%.
A further segmented analysis on a line of business is not performed due to limited information being available.

Life business also consist of Medical Portfolio.




Profit - Companies

		TOP 5

				Company		Profit 2021 - Q4		Profit 2020 - Q4		Profit Growth																								Company		Profit 2021 - Q4		Profit 2020 - Q4		Profit Growth

				NLIF		8,646,074		17,530,547		-51%																								NLIF		8,646,074		17,530,547		-51%

				OUIC		4,670,659		5,221,555		-11%																								OUIC		4,670,659		5,221,555		-11%

				AINS		4,501,659		5,189,840		-13%																								AINS		4,501,659		5,189,840		-13%

				OQIC		3,314,922		2,369,122		40%																								OQIC		3,314,922		2,369,122		40%

				DICS		2,846,630		4,484,144		-37%																								DICS		2,846,630		4,484,144		-37%

						23,979,944		34,795,208		-31%																								AFIC		2,021,295		1,931,028		5%

																																		AMAT		1,585,686		2,066,892		-23%

																																		MCTI		843,679		466,573		81%

																																		VISN		-1,793,892		1,353,754		-233%

																																		TAOI		-5,507,025		-1,139,059		-383%

																																				21,129,687		39,474,396		-46%

																																				19,784,530		21,729,154		-9%

																																				41%
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TOP 5 COMPANIES BY PROFIT



Profit 2020 - Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	17530547	5221555	5189840	2369122	4484144	Profit 2021 - Q4	[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]

NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	8646074	4670659	4501659	3314922	2846630	-51%	-11%	-13%	40%	-37%	Profit Growth	
NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	-0.50679953112700926	-0.1055042032497981	-0.1326015830931204	0.39921962651142501	-0.3651787275341738	

RO Millions



OTHERS

Profit 2020 - Q4	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	1931028	2066892	466573	1353754	-1139059	Profit 2021 - Q4	[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]

AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	2021295	1585686	843679	-179389	2	-5507025	5%	-23%	81%	-233%	-383%	

RO Millions



The Insurance companies in the Sultanate of Oman have shown a profit decline of 46%, where the total profit amounted to RO 21 million for the year end 2021 (2020-Q4: RO 39 million). If NLIF, TAOI and VISN are excluded from this analysis, the profit decline reduces to -9% (from -46%) for year end 2021.

NLIF booked the highest profit amounting to RO 8.6 million. However, this is a decrease of 51% from the previous year (2020-Q4: RO 17.5 million). NLIF makes up 41% of the total profit of the companies in the Sultanate for the year end 2021. It should also be noted that profits from business within Oman amount to RO 9.6 million (117% of their overall profits) while their overseas businesses have made a loss of RO 1.4 million. The drop in profits in NLIF is significant and attributed to losses in overseas business.

The highest profit growth was recorded by MCTI of about 81% while the largest decline of 383% for the period was recorded by TAOI.
For Takaful companies, net profits before tax on policyholder and shareholder accounts are consolidated for comparative purpose.




invested vs non-invested assets

																																Investment Income 2021-Q4		Investment Income 2020-Q4																		Underwriting Income

				Company		Invested Assets		Non-Invested Assets		Invested Assets		Non-Invested Assets		Market Average - Invested Assets		Market Average - Non Invested Assets		profit						Company		Invested Assets 2021 Q4		Invested Assets 2020 YE		Average Invested Assets		2021-Q4		2020-Q4		Investment Income growth		Investment Yield				Company		Investment Yield		Weighted Average						Company		2021-Q4		2020-Q4		Underwriting Income growth				Checking		Invested Assets

		195,416,600		NLIF		112,496,553		82,920,047		57.6%		42%		47%		53%		8,646,074						NLIF		112,496,553		103,418,313		107,957,433		5,689,065		4,464,909		27%		5%				NLIF		5%		5%						NLIF		2,957,009		13050395		-77%						Investment Property		Cash and Cash Equivalents / Bank Balances/ Bank Deposit		Investment Deposits / Term Deposits / Legal Deposit		Right of use/Investment of Amortised Costs		Other financial assets measures at fair value through other comprehensive income (FVTOCI)		Other financial assets measures at fair value through profit and loss (FVTPL)		Wakala Deposits		Check						Total Assets		Invested				Check				Cash Ratio

		108,784,213		OUIC		64,119,022		44,665,191		58.9%		41%		47%		53%		4,670,659						OUIC		64,119,022		67,906,207		66,012,615		3,149,383		2,106,129		50%		5%				OUIC		5%		5%						OUIC		1,521,276		3115426		-51%				AFIC				5,418,958		31,902,993		164,537								0				AFIC		71,465,767		37,486,488		33,979,279		0		37,321,951		100%

		75,708,315		AINS		41,549,400		34,158,915		54.9%		45%		47%		53%		4,501,659						AINS		41,549,400		43,295,669		42,422,535		1,881,659		2,090,707		-10%		4%				AINS		4%		5%						AINS		2,620,000		3099133		-15%				AINS				1,646,960		39,101,696		800,744								0				AINS		75,708,315		41,549,400		34,158,915		0		40,748,656		98%

		75,508,253		OQIC		33,343,487		42,164,766		44.2%		56%		47%		53%		3,314,922				OUIS		OQIC		33,343,487		33,345,038		33,344,263		2,976,241		1,905,433		56%		9%				OQIC		9%		5%				OUIS		OQIC		338,681		463689		-27%				AMAT		5,170,000		7,266,174				6,329,113		2,266,624		1,252,303		12,450,000		0				AMAT		122,364,446		34,734,214		87,630,232		0		19,716,174		57%

		135,380,161		DICS		58,201,290		77,178,871		43.0%		57%		47%		53%		2,846,630						DICS		58,201,290		65,826,433		62,013,862		1,897,683		2,532,480		-25%		3%				DICS		3%		5%						DICS		948,947		1951664		-51%				DICS		6,150,000		2,643,659		49,407,631										0				DICS		135,380,161		58,201,290		77,178,871		0		52,051,290		89%

		71,465,767		AFIC		37,486,488		33,979,279		52.5%		48%		47%		53%		2,021,295						AFIC		37,486,488		36,796,262		37,141,375		1,494,865		1,547,179		-3%		4%				AFIC		4%		5%						AFIC		526,430		383849		37%				MCTI		9,254,558		1,087,063		14,791,283		63,307								0				MCTI		42,895,040		25,196,211		17,698,829		0		15,878,346		63%

		122,364,446		AMAT		34,734,214		87,630,232		28.4%		72%		47%		53%		1,585,686						AMAT		34,734,214		34,096,988		34,415,601		1,350,844		1,059,215		28%		4%				AMAT		4%		5%						AMAT		234,842		1007677		-77%				NLIF				14,431,408		98,065,145										0				NLIF		195,416,600		112,496,553		82,920,047		0		112,496,553		100%

		42,895,040		MCTI		25,196,211		17,698,829		58.7%		41%		47%		53%		843,679						MCTI		25,196,211		26,840,792		26,018,502		1,493,025		441,564		238%		6%				MCTI		6%		5%						MCTI		(649,346)		25009		-2696%				OQIC				2,510,696		30,749,763		83,028								0				OQIC		75,508,253		33,343,487		42,164,766		0		33,260,459		100%

		52,648,427		VISN		22,864,838		29,783,589		43.4%		57%		47%		53%		(1,793,892)						VISN		22,864,838		23,718,774		23,291,806		1,145,961		744,481		54%		5%				VISN		5%		5%						VISN		(2,939,853)		609273		-583%				OUIC		2,076,364		773,410		60,963,704		305,544								0				OUIC		108,784,213		64,119,022		44,665,191		0		61,737,114		96%

		66,440,767		TAOI		18,665,461		47,775,306		28.1%		72%		47%		53%		(5,507,025)						TAOI		18,665,461		11,584,033		15,124,747		885,577		557,192		59%		6%				TAOI		6%		5%						TAOI		(6,392,602)		-1696251		277%				TAOI				681,326				2,949,240		515,895				14,519,000		0				TAOI		66,440,767		18,665,461		47,775,306		0		15,200,326		81%

						448,656,964		497,955,025		47%		53%		47%		53%																																														VISN				2,108,880		20,755,958										0				VISN		52,648,427		22,864,838		29,783,589		0		22,864,838		100%

																								Weighted Average		448,656,964		446,828,509		447,742,737		21,964,303		17,449,289				5%						5%										(834,616)		22,009,864

																										- 0		- 0				9,085,074		17,449,289																				ERROR:#REF!		22,009,863.44

																																														REVISIT COMMENTARY																		Property and Equipment		Retakaful / Reinsurance Contract Assets/ IBNR		Takaful Receivables		Prepayments and Other receivables/receivables from participant fund		Insurance receivables 		Deferred Acquisition Costs		Deferred Tax Asset		Intangible and other Assets		Policyholders' Loans		Wakala Fee Receivable		Goodwill		Check

																																																														AFIC		292,392		23,705,968				1,150,556		7,779,479				191,061		295,740		8,200				555,883		0

																																																														AINS		1,072,756		6,273,032				4,846,886		5,025,697		1,283,772		208,243								15,448,529		0

																REVISIT COMMENTARY																																														AMAT		686,092		62,312,259		17,138,619		2,270,690				790,515		201,925		1,563,545				2,666,587				0

																																																														DICS		2,006,808		55,841,196				2,357,599		16,973,268														0

																																																														MCTI		1,187,692		12,034,390				1,337,916		2,718,461				335,416		84,954								0

																																																														NLIF		6,619,588		17,515,089				8,623,931		49,382,592				259,592				70,204				449,051		0

																																																														OQIC		158,798		34,615,000				356,710		7,034,258														0

																																																														OUIC		1,188,933		34,399,326				900,516		8,176,416														0

																																																														TAOI		336,338		18,812,984		9,290,981		17,433,459				479,051		1,048,899		373,594								0

																																																														VISN		243,837		20,634,993				535,837		8,333,116		35,806												0





																																								- 0



Asset Mix



Invested Assets	

NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	0.57567552091275764	0.58941477105689954	0.54880893862186741	0.44158731893850067	0.42991003681846707	0.52453768529483491	0.28385871170454202	0.58739217867613602	0.4342928991971593	0.28093385797307246	Non-Invested Assets	

NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	0.42432447908724236	0.4105852289431004	0.45119106137813264	0.55841268106149933	0.57008996318153293	0.47546231470516503	0.71614128829545798	0.41260782132386403	0.5657071008028407	0.71906614202692754	Market Average - Invested Assets	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	0.47396078774996375	0.47396078774996375	0.47396078774996375	0.47396078774996375	0.47396078774996375	0.47396078774996375	0.47396078774996375	0.47396078774996375	0.47396078774996375	0.47396078774996375	Market Average - Non Invested Assets	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	0.52603921225003625	0.52603921225003625	0.52603921225003625	0.52603921225003625	0.52603921225003625	0.52603921225003625	0.52603921225003625	0.52603921225003625	0.52603921225003625	0.52603921225003625	







INVESTMENT YIELD



Investment Yield	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	5.2697297832192805E-2	4.7708805716216558E-2	4.435517637448088E-2	8.9257964544874849E-2	3.0600948789489588E-2	4.0247971433475471E-2	3.9250919953424612E-2	5.7383204793711888E-2	4.920017795099272E-2	5.8551524861870416E-2	Weighted Average	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	4.9055632195610169E-2	4.9055632195610169E-2	4.9055632195610169E-2	4.9055632195610169E-2	4.9055632195610169E-2	4.9055632195610169E-2	4.9055632195610169E-2	4.9055632195610169E-2	4.9055632195610169E-2	4.9055632195610169E-2	







INVESTMENT INCOME



2021-Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	5689065	3149383	1881659	2976241	1897683	1494865	1350844	1493025	1145961	885577	2020-Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	4464909	2106129	2090707	1905433	2532480	1547179	1059215	441564	744481	557192	Investment Income growth	

NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	0.27417266510918803	0.49534192824845968	-9.9989142428853039E-2	0.56197620173472385	-0.25066219	673995449	-3.3812506503772322E-2	0.27532559489810859	2.3812199364078594	0.5392750117195737	0.58935699005010833	



RO Millions









UNDERWRITING INCOME



2021-Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	2957009	1521276	2620000	33	8681	948947	526430	234842	-649346	-2939853	-6392602	2020-Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	13050395	3115426	3099133	463689	1951664	383849	1007677	25009	609273	-1696251	Underwriting Income growth	

NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	-0.77341613031636203	-0.51169567179576725	-0.15460227102225044	-0.26959449113522205	-0.51377542445830837	0.37145075276996953	-0.7669471467543667	-26.964492782598263	-5.8251818150484267	2.768665132695574	



RO Millions









All listed companies, except MCTI, VISN and TAOI, have recorded profits from their underwriting activities. As demonstrated by the first graph, NLIF recorded the highest underwriting profits; however, nearly half (53%) of their business is overseas which generated a loss of RO 1.4 million. Moreover, underwriting income for most companies has reduced as compared to year end 2020.

The second graph demonstrates the investment income earned by each of the companies over the year end 2021. Similar to underwriting income, NLIF has recorded the highest investment income as well. It should again be noted that not all of this income is generated within Oman. For most companies, the investment income recorded during the year end 2021 has increased, resulting in an overall increase of 26% when compared to the corresponding period of 2020.
 
Lastly, we have depicted investment yield, calculated by dividing the investment income from year end 2021 by the average of opening and closing invested assets of the period. The highest investment yield is exhibited by OQIC (9%) while the investment yield for all other companies hovers close to the industry average of 5%. 
The graphs are sorted in descending order of 2021-Q4 Profit.


The Asset Mix compares the proportion of invested assets and non invested assets (such as insurance & reinsurance receivables) of the companies in Oman insurance industry as at December 31, 2021. OUIC and MCTI have the highest proportion (59%) of invested assets, Whereas TAOI has the lowest proportion (28%) of assets invested. The market proportion of invested assets to total assets has been computed to be 47% (2020-Q4: 50%). The industry average is driven by NLIF, followed by DICS which have the highest amount of overall assets. 
The above chart is sorted in descending order of the proportion of invested assets of the companies



Investment Income

														CHECKING

				Company		Profit Before Investment 2021 - Q4		Investment Income 2021 - Q4						Inv Income		Finance cost						Company		Profit Before Investment 2021 - Q4

tc={DD896533-5E11-4390-BC53-BE5FD1A4C9A1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Calculated		Investment Income 2021 - Q4		PBT						CHECKING - PBT

				VISN		163.88%		-63.88%						5,765,920		76,855		5,689,065		0		NLIF		2,957,009		5,689,065		8646074		TRUE				0

				TAOI		116%		-16.08%						1,881,659		0		1,881,659		-1,267,724		OUIC		1,521,276		3,149,383		4670659		TRUE				0

				AINS		58%		41.80%						3,149,383		0		3,149,383		1,267,724		AINS		2,620,000		1,881,659		4501659		TRUE				0

				NLIF		34%		65.80%						2,222,343		324,660		1,897,683		-1,078,558		OQIC		338,681		2,976,241		3314922		TRUE				0

				DICS		33%		66.66%						1,494,865		0		1,494,865		-402,818		DICS		948,947		1,897,683		2846630		TRUE				0

				OUIC		33%		67.43%						2,976,241		0		2,976,241		1,481,376		AFIC		526,430		1,494,865		2021295		TRUE				0

				AFIC		26%		73.96%						1,350,844		0		1,350,844		0		AMAT		234,842		1,350,844		1585686		TRUE				0

				AMAT		15%		85.19%						1,575,620		82,595		1,493,025		0		MCTI		-649,346		1,493,025		843679		TRUE				0

				OQIC		10%		89.78%						1,145,961		0		1,145,961		0		VISN		-2,939,853		1,145,961		-1793892		TRUE		834616		0

				MCTI		-77%		176.97%						885,577		0		885,577		0		TAOI		-6,392,602		885,577		-5507025		TRUE		0.834616		0

						-4%		104%																(834,616)		21,964,303		20,814,822









































UNDERWRITING & INVESTMENT INCOME



Profit Before Investment 2021 - Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	2957009	1521276	2620000	338681	948947	526430	234842	-649346	-2939853	-6392602	Investment Income 2021 - Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	5689065	3149383	1881659	2976241	1897683	1494865	1350844	1493025	1145961	885577	



RO Millions







PROFIT COMPOSITION - UNDERWRITING & INVESTMENT INCOME



Profit Before Investment 2021 - Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	2957009	1521276	2620000	338681	948947	526430	234842	-649346	-2939853	-6392602	Investment Income 2021 - Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	5689065	3149383	1881659	2976241	1897683	1494865	1350844	1493025	1145961	885577	







In this analysis, profit before tax comprises of underwriting income and investment income. The total underwriting and investment income earned for the listed companies in Oman amounts to RO -0.83 million and RO 22 million respectively.

For all the listed Companies operating in Oman, Investment Income has contributed to generating profits.  

VISN, TAOI and MCTI recorded a loss on underwriting activities. For VISN and TAOI, the investment income was not sufficient to offset the underwriting losses while for MCTI, investment income exceeds the loss recorded in underwriting activities which has resulted in overall profits.

Overall, three companies have investment income which is higher than the profit before tax. This shows the importance of investment income in the industry when the primary profit source of insurance companies is expected to be from underwriting.

The analysis presented here is sorted by 2021-Q4 Profit.




Profit As a %NEP

		Company												CHECKING

				Company		Profit Margin 2021 - Q4		Weighted Average 2021 - Q4		Profit Margin 2020 - Q4		Weighted Average 2020 - Q4		PBT		NEP

				NLIF		7%		10%		15%		18%		8,646,074		117,377,449		0.0000%

				OUIC		29%		10%		33%		18%		4,670,659		15,886,126		0.0000%

				AINS		29%		10%		29%		18%		4,501,659		15,793,219		0.0000%

				OQIC		52%		10%		32%		18%		3,314,922		6,348,474		0.0000%

				DICS		13%		10%		21%		18%		2,846,630		22,518,213		0.0000%

				AFIC		31%		10%		30%		18%		2,021,295		6,625,594		0.0000%

				AMAT		11%		10%		14%		18%		1,585,686		14,341,019		0.0000%

				MCTI		19%		10%		7%		18%		843,679		4,424,316		0.0000%

				VISN		-37%		10%		20%		18%		-1,793,892		4,841,676		0.0000%

				TAOI		-51%		10%		-9%		18%		-5,507,025		10,812,261		0.0000%

				Weighted		10%				18%



		no data available for Q4 2018 and 2017

		.

				Company		Profit 2019-Q4		NEP 2019-Q4										Company		2017-Q4		2018-Q4		2019-Q4		2020-Q4		2021-Q4

				NLIF		11,664,010		105,985,127		11%								NLIF		14%		14%		11%		15%		7%		4%

				AINS		4,876,455		23,015,661		21%								AINS		19%		21%		21%		29%		29%		7%

				DICS		3,235,952		20,337,823		16%								OQIC		25%		16%		21%		32%		52%		12%

		OUIS		OUIC		4,433,558		18,621,872		24%								OUIC		19%		19%		24%		33%		29%		9%

				OQIC		1,595,660		7,745,078		21%								DICS		-8%		7%		16%		21%		13%		5%

				VISN		1,434,406		8,292,908		17%								AMAT		5%		7%		8%		14%		11%		7%

				AMAT		1,152,821		15,257,166		8%								AFIC		13%		17%		19%		30%		31%		11%

				AFIC		1,290,103		6,867,471		19%								MCTI		24%		12%		-12%		7%		19%		19%

				TAOI		-61,660		14,063,334		-0%								VISN		32%		20%		17%		20%		-37%		3%

				MCTI		-903,083		7,529,265		-12%								TAOI		17%		-21%		-0%		-9%		-51%		-9%

				Weighted		28,718,222		227,715,705		13%								Weighted		13%		12%		13%		18%		10%		5%

				Company		Profit 2018-Q4		NEP 2018-Q4

				NLIF		10,892,027		78,818,771		14%

				AINS		4,631,125		22,402,764		21%

				DICS		1,430,114		21,495,720		7%

				OUIC		4,069,260		21,777,248		19%

				OQIC		1,379,572		8,473,931		16%

				VISN		1,846,866		9,110,672		20%

				AMAT		1,139,395		15,790,480		7%

				AFIC		1,232,175		7,129,248		17%

				TAOI		-2,665,765		12,739,469		-21%

				MCTI		919,631		7,581,343		12%

				Weighted		24,874,400		205,319,646		12%

				Company		Profit 2018-Q4		NEP 2018-Q4

				NLIF		9,881,414		70,281,251		14%

				AINS		4,242,457		22,476,114		19%

				DICS		-1,704,488		22,369,531		-8%

				OUIC		4,135,720		21,821,169		19%

				OQIC		2,117,170		8,360,088		25%

				VISN		2,153,995		6,743,640		32%

				AMAT		681,214		15,036,723		5%

				AFIC		954,012		7,243,922		13%

				TAOI		1,604,100		9,316,189		17%

				MCTI		1,483,019		6,147,838		24%

				Weighted		25,548,613		189,796,465		13%



PROFIT AS % OF NET EARNED PREMIUM



Profit Margin 2020 - Q4	0.15391063979450231	0.32616207014006621	0.28664388320652501	0.32483677758217888	0.2138625711932266	0.30229550264078142	0.14447220260604571	7.4499058249308137E-2	0.198990666464994	-9.4065236932608098E-2	Profit Margin 2021 - Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	7.366043540441912E-2	0.29400868405550862	0.28503745816479847	0.5221604435963666	0.12641456051596989	0.30507377904532029	0.1105699671689996	0.19069139726909201	-0.37051054221719909	-0.50933148950066964	Weighted Average 2020 - Q4	0.17770662764879139	0.17770662764879139	0.17770662764879139	0.17770662764879139	0.17770662764879139	0.17770662764879139	0.17770662764879139	0.17770662764879139	0.17770662764879139	0.17770662764879139	Weighted Average 2021 - Q4	9.6496536095237548E-2	9.6496536095237548E-2	9.6496536095237548E-2	9.6496536095237548E	-2	9.6496536095237548E-2	9.6496536095237548E-2	9.6496536095237548E-2	9.6496536095237548E-2	9.6496536095237548E-2	9.6496536095237548E-2	







PROFIT AS A % OF NET EARNED PREMIUM - TREND



Weighted	2017-Q4	2018-Q4	2019-Q4	2020-Q4	2021-Q4	0.13461058402747386	0.12114963416603591	0.12611436703498338	0.17770662764879139	9.6496536095237548E-2	NLIF	2017-Q4	2018-Q4	2019-Q4	2020-Q4	2021-Q4	0.14059815184564659	0.13819077437784458	0.11005327190861412	0.15391063979450231	7.366043540441912E-2	AINS	2017-Q4	2018-Q4	2019-Q4	2020-Q4	2021-Q4	0.18875402571814684	0.20672114387313995	0.2118755138077503	0.28664388320652501	0.28503745816479847	OQIC	2017-Q4	2018-Q4	2019-Q4	2020-Q4	2021-Q4	0.25324733423858697	0.16280189206166537	0.20602245710114217	0.32483677758217888	0.5221604435963666	OUIC	2017-Q4	2018-Q4	2019-Q4	2020-Q4	2021-Q4	0.18952788459683348	0.18685832112487308	0.23808336777312183	0.32616207014006621	0.29400868405550862	DICS	2017-Q4	2018-Q4	2019-Q4	2020-Q4	2021-Q4	-7.619685902221196E-2	6.6530174378899617E-2	0.15911004830753026	0.2138625711932266	0.12641456051596989	AMAT	2017-Q4	2018-Q4	2019-Q4	2020-Q4	2021-Q4	4.5303354992972868E-2	7.2157084521813145E-2	7.5559314226508384E-2	0.14447220260604571	0.1105699671689996	AFIC	2017-Q4	2018-Q4	2019-Q4	2020-Q4	2021-Q	4	0.1316982706329527	0.17283379677632199	0.18785707285840741	0.30229550264078142	0.30507377904532029	MCTI	2017-Q4	2018-Q4	2019-Q4	2020-Q4	2021-Q4	0.24122610257459615	0.12130185905056663	-0.11994304888989829	7.4499058249308137E-2	0.19069139726909201	VISN	2017-Q4	2018-Q4	2019-Q4	2020-Q4	2021-Q4	0.31941132682053014	0.20271457473169927	0.17296779368588197	0.198990666464994	-0.37051054221719909	TAOI	2017-Q4	2018-Q4	2019-Q4	2020-Q4	2021-Q4	0.17218414096150261	-0.20925244215437866	-4.38445108393216E-3	-9.4065236932608098E-2	-0.50933148950066964	





The Profit Margin of the Oman Insurance Industry stands at around 10% for the year end 2021 (2020: 18%). 
As depicted, OQIC has the highest profit margin, followed by AFIC which are significantly above the industry average. TAOI followed by VISN have lowest profit margins which are driven by loss in their underwriting activities.
The Profit Margin is calculated as profit before tax as a proportion of net earned premium.
The above analysis is sorted in decreasing order of 2021 Profit margin.


The above graph shows a stable trend with the exception of 2020 where the profit margin is significantly higher. This is due to the overall profit being higher which is a reflection of lower claim activity as a result of COVID-19 pandemic. 




Conventional vs Takaful



				Insurer Type		GWP 2020 - Q4		GWP 2021 - Q4		Premium Growth		Profit Growth

				Conventional		321,750,115		332,762,699		3%		-35%

				Takaful		64,847,712		70,779,062		9%		-523%

						386,597,827		403,541,761		4%		-46%

				Conventional		83%		82%		-1%

				Takaful		17%		18%		1%



				Checking - Total		1		0

				Checking - Conv		1		0

				Checking - Takaful		0		0





				Insurer Type		Profit 2020 - Q4		Profit 2021 - Q4		Profit Growth

				Conventional		38,546,563		25,051,026		-35%

				Takaful		927,833		-3,921,339		-523%

						39,474,396		21,129,687		-46%



				checking		0		0

				Checking - Conv		0		0

				Checking - Takaful		0		0











TAKAFUL & CONVENTIONAL BUSINESS DISTRIBUTION 



Conventional	[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]

GWP 2020 - Q4	GWP 2021 - Q4	321750115	332762699	83%	82%	Takaful	[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]

GWP 2020 - Q4	GWP 2021 - Q4	64847712	70779062	17%	18%	

RO Millions



BUSINESS GROWTH FOR CONVENTIONAL & TAKAFUL INSURERS 

Premium Growth	
Conventional	Takaful	3.4227133065671163E-2	9.1465833058227197E-2	Profit Growth	
Conventional	Takaful	-0.35010999553968009	-5.2263413782437143	



In the Sultanate of Oman, out of 10 listed insurance companies, only 2 operate as Takaful Insurers (TAOI & AMAT), contributing 18% of the total written business in the year end 2021 which is a slight increase compared to 17% in 2020.


While there has been a slight increase in premium (3%), Conventional business has exhibited a 35% decline in profits. This is driven by NLIF recording a 51% decline in profits. 
On the Takaful front, there has been a 9% growth in premium while profits have declined by 523%. TAOI exhibited a significant decline in profits of 383%, AMAT has also showed a profit decline of 23%. 




Scatter plot

		changes		Scatter Plot								Company		Ranking				Indic.

		Companies		GWP Growth		Profit Growth								Gross Premium		Profit

		NLIF		9%		-51%				TRUE		NLIF		1		1		- 0

		DICS		13%		-37%				TRUE		DICS		2		5		(3)

		AMAT		11%		-23%				TRUE		AMAT		3		7		(4)

		OQIC		0%		40%				TRUE		OQIC		4		4		- 0

		OUIC		-1%		-11%				TRUE		OUIC		5		2		3

		TAOI		6%		-383%				TRUE		TAOI		6		10		(4)

		AFIC		12%		5%				TRUE		AFIC		7		6		1

		VISN		-23%		-233%				TRUE		VISN		8		9		(1)

		AINS		-8%		-13%				TRUE		AINS		9		3		6

		MCTI		-18%		81%				TRUE		MCTI		10		8		2





		Companies		GWP Growth		Profit Growth

		NLIF		9%		-51%

		DICS		13%		-37%

		AMAT		11%		-23%

		OQIC		0%		40%

		OUIC		-1%		-11%

		TAOI		6%		-100%

		AFIC		12%		5%

		VISN		-20%		-100%

		AINS		-8%		-13%

		MCTI		-18%		81%





		Company		Profit 						Company		GWP

		NLIF		8,646,074		1				NLIF		146,458,990		1

		OUIC		4,670,659		2				DICS		55,021,056		2

		AINS		4,501,659		3				AMAT		44,124,069		3

		OQIC		3,314,922		4				OQIC		31,394,078		4

		DICS		2,846,630		5				OUIC		30,458,362		5

		AFIC		2,021,295		6				TAOI		26,654,993		6

		AMAT		1,585,686		7				AFIC		20,443,018		7

		MCTI		843,679		8				VISN		17,608,957		8

		VISN		(1,793,892)		9				AINS		17,571,025		9

		TAOI		(5,507,025)		10				MCTI		13,807,213		10



												403,541,761

												0



































Profit Growth	[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]

9.2750457244534124E-2	0.13456216030676221	0.1142783547525512	3.6125999773921609E-3	-1.4553364190321161E-2	5.568814864885141E-2	0.117969983109333	-0.2	-7.9376437309768955E-2	-0.1790192621573973	-0.50679953112700926	-0.3651787275341738	-0.23281622842412661	0.39921962651142501	-0.1055042032497981	-1	4.6745567645834152E-2	-1	-0.1326015830931204	0.80824651233569034	NLIF	DICS	AMAT	OQIC	OUIC	TAOI	AFIC	VISN	AINS	MCTI	Profit Growth


GWP Growth



Profit Growth	NLIF
DICS
OUIS
AMAT
OQIC
VISN
TAOI
AINS
MCTI
AFIC

9.2750457244534124E-2	0.13456216030676221	0.1142783547525512	3.6125999773921609E-3	-1.4553364190321161E-2	5.568814864885141E-2	0.117969983109333	-0.2	-7.9376437309768955E-2	-0.1790192621573973	-0.50679953112700926	-0.3651787275341738	-0.23281622842412661	0.39921962651142501	-0.1055042032497981	-1	4.6745567645834152E-2	-1	-0.1326015830931204	0.80824651233569034	Profit Growth


GWP Growth



A summary of premium and profitability growth during nine months ended 2021-Q4 from the corresponding period of the previous year is presented. Companies exhibiting premium and profitability growth rate outside of the +-20% and +-100% range are capped, respectively.
A company being in the top right quadrant indicates growth in both business volume and profits. On the other hand, being in the bottom right quadrant indicates growth in business volume but a decline in profits: this might be due to the company onboarding loss making business.


This table ranks the conventional business based on gross written premium and profit before tax. The Indic column indicates whether the profit ranks above or below the premium rank.
NLIF being the market leader has retained its position on both in gross written premium and profit. 
An important observation can be made for OUIC, which despite its low premium volume, managed to generate profit that is ranked second. On the contrary, TAOI has ranked last in terms of profit even though it ranked 6th in terms of premium. 
The chart above is sorted by Gross Premium and represents the company’s movement based on their profitability.




Net Tech Provision



				Company		Net Technical Provisions 2021 - Q4		Net Technical Provisions 2020 - Q4		Growth		checking

		OSLR+IBNR+URR		NLIF		68,453,443		58,537,516		17%		85,968,532		17,515,089		0		35%

		OSLR+IBNR+UPR		DICS		26,532,944		28,045,755		-5%		82,374,140		55,841,196		0

		OSLR+IBNR+UPR		OUIC		24,777,782		26,075,363		-5%		59,177,108		34,399,326		0

		OSLR+IBNR+UPR		AINS		18,869,693		24,166,815		-22%		25,142,725		6,273,032		0

		OSLR+IBNR+UPR		AMAT		13,060,759		12,387,259		5%		75,373,018		62,312,259		0

		OSLR+IBNR+UPR		AFIC		12,937,964		13,335,143		-3%		36,643,932		23,705,968		0

		OSLR+IBNR+UPR		TAOI		12,042,431		8,931,709		35%		30,855,415		18,812,984		0

		OSLR+IBNR+UPR		VISN		7,618,499		5,723,646		33%		28,253,492		20,634,993		0

		OSLR+IBNR+UPR		OQIC		7,020,000		7,801,000		-10%		41,635,000		34,615,000		0

		OSLR+IBNR+UPR		MCTI		5,069,743		6,637,495		-24%		17,104,133		12,034,390		0

						196,383,258		191,641,701		2%







REMAINING COMPANIES BY NET TECHNICAL PROVISION



Net Technical Provisions 2020 - Q4	AFIC	TAOI	VISN	OQIC	MCTI	13335143	8931709	5723646	7801000	6637495	Net Technical Provisions 2021 - Q4	[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]

AFIC	TAOI	VISN	OQIC	MCTI	12937964	12042431	7618499	7020000	5069743	-3%	35%	33%	-10%	-24%	

RO Millions



TOP 5 COMPANIES BY NET TECHNICAL PROVISIONS

Net Technical Provisions 2020 - Q4	NLIF	DICS	OUIC	AINS	AMAT	58537516	28045755	26075363	24166815	12387259	Net Technical Provisions 2021 - Q4	[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]
[CELLRANGE]

NLIF	DICS	OUIC	AINS	AMAT	68453443	26532944	24777782	18869693	13060759	17%	-5%	-5%	-22%	5%	

RO Millions



Total net reserves as at end of December 2021 amount to RO 196 million which is a 2% increase compared to the reserves as at end of December 2020 (RO 192 million). 
Out of all the listed companies, NLIF has the highest technical provisions, which is commensurate to the size and nature of its operations.
The highest growth in net technical provisions is seen for TAOI. The increase is primarily driven by a substantial increase in the outstanding claims for General Takaful. 




Loss Ratios - Companies

				Loss & Combined Ratio												CHECKING

				Company		Loss Ratio 		Combined Ratio 		Weighted Average Loss Ratio		Weighted Average Combined Ratio				Incurred Claims		NEP		Loss Ratio		Combined				G&A		Commission exp		Other expenses		Finance Cost		Acq		Other Income		Other Expense Ratio		Expense Ratio

				VISN		124%		161%		71%		101%				5,985,339		4,841,676		0.0000%		0.0000%				70%		-28%		-250,767		0				0		-5.179%		37%

				TAOI		96%		159%		71%		101%				10,418,683		10,812,261		0.0000%		0.0000%				36%		6%		917,858		0		1,547,257		-221871		20.747%		63%

				NLIF		79%		98%		71%		101%				92,616,609		117,377,449		0.0000%		0.0000%				11%		8%		-51,068		76,855				-1117558		-0.930%		19%

				DICS		68%		97%		71%		101%				15,383,206		22,518,213		0.0000%		0.0000%				35%		-5%		-409,464		324,660				-48325		-0.591%		29%

				OUIC		61%		90%		71%		101%				9,675,787		15,886,126		0.0000%		0.0000%				35%		-1%		-656,396		0				0		-4.132%		30%

				MCTI		61%		117%		71%		101%				2,687,314		4,424,316		0.0000%		0.0000%				72%		-17%		-8,705		82,595				-80761		-0.155%		56%

				OQIC		52%		95%		71%		101%				3,291,392		6,348,474		0.0000%		0.0000%				39%		6%		0		0				-158836		-2.502%		43%

				AMAT		52%		98%		71%		101%				7,418,830		14,341,019		0.0000%		0.0000%				36%		10%		240,051		0				-125415		0.799%		47%

				AINS		38%		83%		71%		101%				6,016,077		15,793,219		0.0000%		0.0000%				40%		8%		-425,734		0				0		-2.696%		45%

				AFIC		32%		92%		71%		101%				2,096,802		6,625,594		0.0000%		0.0000%				46%		19%		-275,270		0				-64933		-5.135%		60%

						71%		101%		71%		101%

																				101%



																				REVISIT COMMENTARY



				LOB Wise

				Company		Total		General		Life		Incurred Claims - General		NEP - General		Loss ratio - General		IC - Life		NEP - life		LR - Life		IC		NEP

				VISN		124%		124%		123%		5,805,353		4,695,824		0.00000%		179,987		145,852		0.00000%		1		0

				TAOI		96%		103%		58%		9,475,356		9,198,701		0.00000%		943,327		1,613,560		0.00000%		0		0

				NLIF		79%		73%		80%		13,264,645		18,173,302		0.00000%		79,351,964		99,204,147		0.00000%		0		0

				DICS		68%		69%		66%

				OUIC		61%		60%		67%		8,465,284		14,078,860		0.00000%		1,210,504		1,807,266		0.00000%		1		0

				MCTI		61%		60%		63%		1,951,430		3,253,527		0.00000%		735,884		1,170,790		0.00000%		0		1

				OQIC		52%		35%		95%		1,558,477		4,516,992		0.00000%		1,732,915		1,831,482		0.00000%		0		0

				AMAT		52%		51%		72%		6,975,644		13,725,794		0.00000%		443,186		615,225		0.00000%		0		0

				AINS		38%		38%		-44%		6,017,577		15,789,830		0.00000%		-1,500		3,389		0.00000%		0		0

				AFIC		32%		32%		30%		1,514,489		4,713,788		0.00000%		582,313		1,911,806		0.00000%		0		0

						71%		62%		79%

						NEP estimation for DCIS

						Total		General		Life

				Q3		16,716,874		13,764,144		2,952,730

				Q4		22,518,213		18,540,783		3,977,430

						Incurred Claims

						Total		General		Life

				Q3		11,415,247		9,465,325		1,949,922

				Q4		15,383,206		12,755,488		2,627,718

						Loss ratio esitmation for DCIS

						Total		General		Life

				Q3		68%		69%		66%

				Q4		68%		69%		66%



				for LOB wise Loss ratio of DCIS we have done estimation by Q3 reference.





				Insurer_Type		Loss Ratio		Expenses		Net Commission		Combined Ratio



				Takaful		71%		46%		8%		126%

				Conventional		71%		23%		5%		98%



Loss and Combined ratio performance - Insurer Type



Loss Ratio	

Takaful	Conventional	0.70915256380082436	0.71074209106766706	Expenses	

Takaful	Conventional	0.46487157937255102	0.22504669876878039	Net Commission	

Takaful	Conventional	8.4592069105897921E-2	4.6830616115103169E-2	Combined Ratio	

Takaful	Conventional	1.2586162122792732	0.98261940595155062	







 Business Segment wise Loss Ratio



General	VISN	TAOI	NLIF	DICS	OUIC	MCTI	OQIC	AMAT	AINS	AFIC	1.2362799372378519	1.0300754421738461	0.72989735162052549	0.68796922587191001	0.60127623969554356	0.59978909042402295	0.34502540628807837	0.50821424246932456	0.38110460973930688	0.321289	16277100278	Life	VISN	TAOI	NLIF	DICS	OUIC	MCTI	OQIC	AMAT	AINS	AFIC	1.234038614485917	0.58462468082996599	0.7998855531714818	0.66065722934985849	0.66979846906874807	0.62853628746402002	0.94618183525691213	0.72036409443699456	-0.44260843906757158	0.30458791320876699	Total	

VISN	TAOI	NLIF	DICS	OUIC	MCTI	OQ	IC	AMAT	AINS	AFIC	1.2362122124652699	0.96359891793215124	0.78904942805495804	0.68314506128883312	0.60907152568222112	0.60739648795429624	0.5184540410813685	0.51731540136722498	0.38092785264359341	0.31647004027110631	







LOSS & COMBINED RATIO



Loss Ratio 	VISN	TAOI	NLIF	DICS	OUIC	MCTI	OQIC	AMAT	AINS	AFIC	1.2362122124652699	0.96359891793215124	0.78904942805495804	0.68314506128883312	0.60907152568222112	0.60739648795429624	0.5184540410813685	0.51731540136722498	0.38092785264359341	0.31647004027110631	Combined Ratio 	VISN	TAOI	NLIF	DICS	OUIC	MCTI	OQIC	AMAT	AINS	AFIC	1.6071973837158871	1.5912363750745571	0.9754624587215216	0.97227635247965727	0.90423870489255842	1.165435967955273	0.94665158902753643	0.98362445513809038	0.83410601727234956	0.92054599180088603	Weighted Average Loss Ratio	VISN	TAOI	NLIF	DICS	OUIC	MCTI	OQIC	AMAT	AINS	AFIC	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	Weighted Average Combined Ratio	VISN	TAOI	NLIF	DICS	OUIC	MCTI	OQIC	AMAT	AINS	AFIC	1.006022450359001	1.006022450359001	1.006022450359001	1.006022450359001	1.006022450359001	1.006022450359001	1.006022450359001	1.006022450359001	1.006022450359001	1.006022450359001	







Since the Life and Non-Life business segment wise information was available, Loss Ratio analysis on the breakup is also presented. 
Due to limited availability of information, the graph shows reported net loss ratios for Life and Non-life segments.
The weighted average loss ratio for Life business for the year end 2021 works out to be 79% (2020-Q4: 73%) whereas Non-Life business has a weighted average of 62% (2020-Q4: 53%). There seems to be an upward trend in loss ratios for both Life and Non-Life business however, this could be because loss ratios in 2020 were exceptionally low owing to the effects of the pandemic.
The weighted average loss ratios and commission ratios for takaful insurers are marginally lower than those of their conventional insurance counterparts. But due to significantly higher expense ratios exhibited by the takaful operators, the overall combined ratio for takaful companies works out to be higher than that of conventional insurance companies.
The above graph is sorted with respect to over all loss ratios.



The weighted average loss of the insurance companies in the Sultanate of Oman is computed to be 71% (2020-Q4: 63%). The loss ratios in the previous year were lower due to reduced claims as result of Covid-19 and the lockdowns. VISN bears the highest loss ratio of 124% and AFIC bearing the lowest loss ratio of 32%.
A company is deemed to be profitable from an underwriting perspective if the combined ratio is below 100%. The weighted average combined ratio of listed companies in the Sultanate works out to be 98% (2020-Q4: 90%) with VISN bearing the highest combined ratio of 161%, whereas the lowest combined ratio of about 60% is depicted by AMAT. 
Loss Ratio is computed as Net Incurred Claims over Net Earned Premium.
Combined Ratio is calculated as ratio of Net Incurred Claims along with G&A Expenses, Net Commissions and Other Expenses over Net Earned Premiums.
For Takaful companies we have consolidated the policyholders and shareholders P&L for comparative purposes. 

the analysis is sorted on the basis of loss ratios for 2021-Q4






Loss & Expense Ratio

						Loss Ratio 2021-Q4		Expense Ratio 2021-Q4				Weighted Average Loss Ratio		Weighted Average Expense Ratio				CHECKING

				VISN		124%		37%		161%		71%		27%				0.000%		0%

				TAOI		96%		63%		159%		71%		27%				0.000%		0%

				NLIF		79%		19%		98%		71%		27%				0.000%		0%

				DICS		68%		29%		97%		71%		27%				0.000%		0%

				OUIC		61%		30%		90%		71%		27%				0.000%		0%

				MCTI		61%		56%		117%		71%		27%				0.000%		0%

				OQIC		52%		43%		95%		71%		27%				0.000%		0%

				AMAT		52%		47%		98%		71%		27%				0.000%		0%

				AINS		38%		45%		83%		71%		27%				0.000%		0%

				AFIC		32%		60%		92%		71%		27%				0.000%		0%

				Weighted		71%		27%



				Average		66%		43%































































Loss and Expense Ratio - 2021



Loss Ratio 2021-Q4	

VISN	TAOI	NLIF	DICS	OUIC	MCTI	OQIC	AMAT	AINS	AFIC	1.2362122124652699	0.96359891793215124	0.78904942805495804	0.68314506128883312	0.60907152568222112	0.60739648795429624	0.5184540410813685	0.51731540136722498	0.38092785264359341	0.31647004027110631	Expense Ratio 2021-Q4	

VISN	TAOI	NLIF	DICS	OUIC	MCTI	OQIC	AMAT	AINS	AFIC	0.37098517125061647	0.62763745714240526	0.18641303066656359	0.28913129119082409	0.29516717921033742	0.55803948000097647	0.42819754794616788	0.46630905377086523	0.45317816462875621	0.60407595152977978	Weighted Average Loss Ratio	VISN	TAOI	NLIF	DICS	OUIC	MCTI	OQIC	AMAT	AINS	AFIC	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	0.71055949926863171	Weighted Average Expense Ratio	VISN	TAOI	NLIF	DICS	OUIC	MCTI	OQIC	AMAT	AINS	AFIC	0.27010057302939772	0.27010057302939772	0.27010057302939772	0.27010057302939772	0.27010057302939772	0.27010057302939772	0.27010057302939772	0.27010057302939772	0.27010057302939772	0.27010057302939772	







The weighted average loss and expense ratio of the listed companies in Sultanate of Oman is computed to be 66% and 39% respectively. TAOI, AFIC and MCTI have experienced the most notable increase in expense ratios while TAOI and VISN have also seen a significant increase in loss ratios. This has resulted in these companies having combined ratios exceeding 100% which are above the industry average of 98%, indicating an underwriting deficit. 




Expense Ratios

		SORTED		G&A Expenses Ratio % of GWP		2				CHECKING												Commission Ratio		2																				G&A Expenses Ratio % of NEP														CHECKING

		changes		Company		G&A Expenses Ratio		Weighted Average Ratio		G&A		TPA fees				GWP						Company		Net Commission Expense Ratio - 2021-Q4		Weighted Average Ratio - 2021-Q4		Net Commission Expense Ratio - 2020-Q4		Weighted Average Ratio - 2020-Q3				Commission		NEP								Company		G&A Expenses Ratio - 2021-Q4		Weighted Average Ratio - 2021-Q4		G&A Expenses Ratio - 2020-Q4		Weighted Average Ratio - 2020-Q3						G&A		NEP

				AINS		36%		13%		6,232,237		61,341		6,293,578		17,571,025		0.0000%				AFIC		19%		5%		16%		5%		ERROR:#N/A		1,283,383		6,625,594		0.0000%						MCTI		72%		25%		50%		24%						3,206,900		4,424,316		0.0000%

				MCTI		23%		13%		3,206,900				3,206,900		13,807,213		0.0000%				AMAT		10%		5%		10%		5%		ERROR:#N/A		1,463,515		14,341,019		0.0000%						VISN		70%		25%		51%		24%						3,398,261		4,841,676		0.0000%

				VISN		19%		13%		3,398,261				3,398,261		17,608,957		0.0000%				AINS		8%		5%		9%		5%		ERROR:#N/A		1,289,298		15,793,219		0.0000%						AFIC		46%		25%		50%		24%						3,059,182		6,625,594		0.0000%

				OUIC		18%		13%		5,366,046		125,218		5,491,264		30,458,362		0.0000%				NLIF		8%		5%		7%		5%		ERROR:#N/A		9,515,940		117,377,449		0.0000%						AINS		40%		25%		39%		24%						6,293,578		15,793,219		0.0000%

				AFIC		15%		13%		3,059,182				3,059,182		20,443,018		0.0000%		OUIS		OQIC		6%		5%		7%		5%		ERROR:#N/A		395,067		6,348,474		0.0000%				OUIS		OQIC		39%		25%		32%		24%						2,482,170		6,348,474		0.0000%

				TAOI		15%		13%		3,878,683				3,878,683		26,654,993		0.0000%				TAOI		6%		5%		15%		5%		ERROR:#N/A		664,253		10,812,261		0.0000%						TAOI		36%		25%		26%		24%						3,878,683		10,812,261		0.0000%

				DICS		14%		13%		7,822,863				7,822,863		55,021,056		0.0000%				OUIC		-1%		5%		0%		5%		ERROR:#N/A		-145,805		15,886,126		0.0000%						AMAT		36%		25%		33%		24%						5,109,196		14,341,019		0.0000%

				AMAT		12%		13%		4,650,505		458,691
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Comment:
    Provision for impairment of receivables		5,109,196		44,124,069		0.0000%				DICS		-5%		5%		-4%		5%		ERROR:#N/A		-1,179,014		22,518,213		0.0000%						DICS		35%		25%		34%		24%						7,822,863		22,518,213		0.0000%

				NLIF		9%		13%		12,423,237		1,033,280		13,456,517		146,458,990		0.0000%				MCTI		-17%		5%		-13%		5%		ERROR:#N/A		-731,086		4,424,316		0.0000%						OUIC		35%		25%		32%		24%						5,491,264		15,886,126		0.0000%

				OQIC		8%		13%		2,482,170				2,482,170		31,394,078		0.0000%				VISN		-28%		5%		-32%		5%		ERROR:#N/A		-1,351,304		4,841,676		0.0000%						NLIF		11%		25%		12%		24%						13,456,517		117,377,449		0.0000%

						13%																		5%																				30%		25%



				Sorted As per GWP







										

Author: G&A EXPENSE AS A RATIO OF NET EARNED PREMIUM:

The average ratio for the Oman Insurance industry stood at 21%, with AFIC bearing the highest expense ratio which culminates to 42% by VISN and MCTI with ratio of 41% and 40% respectively owing to low retention of the business. 

NLGIC recorded the lowest expense ratio in the industry at 10% as the large base absorb the expense cost.

The expense ratio is worked out as:
Expense Ratio = General and administrative expense as a percentage of Net Earned Premium		
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Author: COMISSION EXPENSE RATIO:

The highest commission expense ratio recorded for the financial year ended 2019 is for AFIC at 16% while VISN experienced the lowest ratio of -19%. The net commission average for the Omani Insurance Industry stood at 4%.

The commission expense considered is the net commission (commissions paid less commissions earned); a negative ratio signifies that the commissions earned outweigh the commissions paid. It is common practice for companies to cede out large proportion of commercial lines business and benefit from the reinsurance commissions, which is also evidenced by the low net commission ratio.

It is felt that there is an inherent need to optimize reinsurance arrangements so that companies can benefit from underwriting profitable business without passing the risk and reward to re-insurers and just acting as fronting partners; at the same time not effecting their solvency position.

G&A EXPENSE AS A RATIO OF GROSS WRITTEN PREMIUM



G	&	A Expenses Ratio	AINS	MCTI	VISN	OUIC	AFIC	TAOI	DICS	AMAT	NLIF	OQIC	0.3581793321675884	0.23226265865529849	0.19298	479745279629	0.18028756766368459	0.14964434311998359	0.14551431320953639	0.14217944126699419	0.11579158758001221	9.1879078232070283E-2	7.9064911541597116E-2	Weighted Average Ratio	0.1343073238955311	0.1343073238955311	0.1343073238955311	0.1343073238955311	0.1343073238955311	0.1343073238955311	0.1343073238955311	0.1343073238955311	0.1343073238955311	0.1343073238955311	







G&A EXPENSE AS A RATIO OF NET EARNED PREMIUM



G	&	A Expenses Ratio - 2020-Q4	MCTI	VISN	AFIC	AINS	OQIC	TAOI	AMAT	DICS	OUIC	NLIF	0.49900427987208279	0.51388373805306198	0.50235837167937669	0.38871412339609801	0.31757734426085199	0.26364806393792511	0.3299188487920493	0.33947561188890818	0.32216377692136111	0.1182871532539804	G	&	A Expenses Ratio - 2021-Q4	MCTI	VISN	AFIC	AINS	OQIC	TAOI	AMAT	DICS	OUIC	NLIF	0.72483520616520158	0.70187699466052667	0.46172192259290262	0.3984987481019544	0.39098687338091009	0.3587300565533888	0.35626450254336878	0.34740158999295367	0.34566413485578551	0.11464312024705869	Weighted Average Ratio - 2020-Q3	MCTI	VISN	AFIC	AINS	OQIC	TAOI	AMAT	DICS	OUIC	NLIF	0.2379390194949301	0.2379390194949301	0.2379390194949301	0.2379390194949301	0.2379390194949301	0.2379390194949301	0.2379390194949301	0.2379390194949301	0.2379390194949301	0.2379390194949301	Weighted Average Ratio - 2021-Q4	MCTI	VISN	AFIC	AINS	OQIC	TAOI	AMAT	DICS	OUIC	NLIF	0.24751803053982041	0.24751803053982041	0.24751803053982041	0.24751803053982041	0.24751803053982041	0.24751803053982041	0.24751803053982041	0.24751803053982041	0.24751803053982041	0.24751803053982041	







COMISSION EXPENSE RATIO



Net Commission Expense Ratio - 2020-Q4	AFIC	AMAT	AINS	NLIF	OQIC	TAOI	OUIC	DICS	MCTI	VISN	0.16362496990395251	9.6705113751417798E-2	8.6039559621887945E-2	7.1774249566845513E-2	7.0485402362095786E-2	0.14615733681166751	4.8104572648486194E-3	-3.9822850787143038E-2	-0.1339834361733179	-0.3197467390983203	Net Commission Expense Ratio - 2021-Q4	AFIC	AMAT	AINS	NLIF	OQIC	TAOI	OUIC	DICS	MCTI	VISN	0.19370082139050479	0.1020509769912445	8.1636175627020691E-2	8.1071279714044556E-2	6.2230230445930783E-2	6.1435161433857362E-2	-9.1781344300051505E-3	-5.2358239972239359E-2	-0.16524271774439259	-0.27909839485335242	Weighted Average Ratio - 2020-Q3	AFIC	AMAT	AINS	NLIF	OQIC	TAOI	OUIC	DICS	MCTI	VISN	4.8035542340631981E-2	4.8035542340631981E-2	4.8035542340631981E-2	4.8035542340631981E-2	4.8035542340631981E-2	4.8035542340631981E-2	4.8035542340631981E-2	4.8035542340631981E-2	4.8035542340631981E-2	4.8035542340631981E-2	Weighted Average Ratio - 2021-Q4	AFIC	AMAT	AINS	NLIF	OQIC	TAOI	OUIC	DICS	MCTI	VISN	5.1168340783063038E-2	5.1168340783063038E-2	5.1168340783063038E-2	5.1168340783063038E-2	5.1168340783063038E-2	5.1168340783063038E-2	5.1168340783063038E-2	5.1168340783063038E-2	5.1168340783063038E-2	5.1168340783063038E-2	







Considering G&A Expense as a proportion of Net Earned Premiums, MCTI bears the highest expense ratio of 72% followed by VISN having expense ratio of 70%. The remaining Companies all have G&A Expense ratios below 47%. 
NLIF recorded the lowest expense ratio in the industry at 11% owing to its large premium volume. Larger companies generally tend to have lower expense ratio, as they have sufficient business to absorb the fixed cost base as is evidenced by the above. 
The weighted average G&A expense ratio as a proportion of net earned premium for the listed Insurance companies stands at 25% (2020-Q4: 24%). All companies except NLIF have expense ratio higher than the market average, hence if NLIF is excluded from the analysis, the G&A expense ratio goes up to 40%.
The expense ratio is worked out as:
Expense Ratio = General and Administrative Expense as a percentage of Net Earned Premium.


The highest commission expense ratio recorded for the year end 2021 is for AFIC at 19% while VISN experienced the lowest ratio of -28%. The average net commission ratio for the Omani Insurance Industry stood at 5% which is consistent from the previous year. The commission expense considered is the net commission (commissions paid less commissions earned); a negative ratio signifies that the commissions earned outweigh the commissions paid. It is common practice for companies to cede out a large proportion of commercial lines business and benefit from the reinsurance commissions, which is also evidenced by the low net commission ratio.
It is felt that there is an inherent need to optimize reinsurance arrangements so that companies can benefit from underwriting profitable business without passing the risk and reward to re-insurers and just acting as fronting partners; while at the same time not affecting their solvency position.
Commission Ratios = Net Commissions as a percentage Net Earned Premium.





ROE

		ROE rolling 12 months

				Company		ROE		Weighted Average Ratio				Checking		2020-Q4

				OQIC		18%		8%				3,314,922		18,141,695		0.00%

				OUIC		15%		8%				4,670,659		30,459,288		0.00%

				NLIF		13%		8%				8,646,074		67,420,460		0.00%

				AINS		11%		8%				4,501,659		39,786,890		0.00%

				DICS		11%		8%				2,846,630		25,536,589		0.00%

				AFIC		10%		8%				2,021,295		19,469,669		0.00%

				AMAT		7%		8%				1,585,686		23,401,683		0.00%

				MCTI		5%		8%				843,679		16,720,851		0.00%

				VISN		-12%		8%				-1,793,892		14,942,325		0.00%

				TAOI		-24%		8%				-5,507,025		23,180,794		0.00%

						8%
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RETURN ON EQUITY



ROE	OQIC	OUIC	NLIF	AINS	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	0.18272394062407071	0.15334104329687551	0.128241100698512	0.11314427943475849	0.111472601137137	0.1038176355232336	6.7759485	503670822E-2	5.0456702233636318E-2	-0.120054409203387	-0.23756843704318326	Weighted Average Ratio	7.5717295653192365E-2	7.5717295653192365E-2	7.5717295653192365E-2	7.5717295653192365E-2	7.5717295653192365E-2	7.5717295653192365E-2	7.5717295653192365E-2	7.5717295653192365E-2	7.5717295653192365E-2	7.5717295653192365E-2	







The weighted average Return on Equity (ROE) for the Insurance companies in Oman recorded to be 8% (2020-Q4: 15%). This decline can be attributed to the substantial decline in profits.
OQIC has the highest return on equity of about 18% whereas TAOI has recorded the lowest return of -24%.
The Return on Equity is calculated as a ratio of rolling 12 months net profit (before tax) to total of shareholder's equity at the beginning of the period 2021. 
The above graph is sorted with respect to gross written premium in descending order.




Cash Ratio

				Company		Cash to Invested Assets Ratio		Weighted Average				Checking

				NLIF		100.00%		92%				0.00000%

				DICS		89.43%		92%				0.00000%

				AMAT		56.76%		92%				0.00000%

				OQIC		99.75%		92%				0.00000%

				OUIC		96.29%		92%				0.00000%

				TAOI		81.44%		92%				0.00000%

				AFIC		99.56%		92%				0.00000%

				VISN		100.00%		92%				0.00000%

				AINS		98.07%		92%				0.00000%

				MCTI		63.02%		92%				0.00000%

						91.67%

				Sorted As per GWP











































































CASH RATIO



Cash to Invested Assets Ratio	NLIF	DICS	AMAT	OQIC	OUIC	TAOI	AFIC	VISN	AINS	MCTI	1	0.89433223902769166	0.5676297727652625	0.99750991850372461	0.96285177275473732	0.81435577722939712	0.99561076513756108	1	0.98072790461474779	0.63018784848245635	Weighted Average	NLIF	DICS	AMAT	OQIC	OUIC	TAOI	AFIC	VISN	AINS	MCTI	0.91668187501932996	0.91668187501932996	0.91668187501932996	0.91668187501932996	0.91668187501932996	0.91668187501932996	0.91668187501932996	0.91668187501932996	0.91668187501932996	0.91668187501932996	







The Cash ratio of the industry works out to 92% (2021-Q4: 66%). NLIF and VISN have the highest level of 100% maintained as Cash, while AMAT has the lowest ratio of 57%.

The Cash Ratio indicates very high liquidity for the market overall. Since majority of the business for all companies except AMAT is concentrated in short-tailed Non-life segment, the high liquidity is to be expected. Cash generally earns a lower return compared to other asset classes.

The Cash Ratio has been taken as the ratio of Cash and Bank Deposits to Total Invested Assets. 

The above graph is sorted with respect to gross written premium in descending order.




Insurance Rec.

				Company		Insurance Receivables		GWP 2021 - Q4		Insurance Receivable		Weighted Average

				NLIF		49,382,592		146,458,989		34%		33%

				DICS		16,973,268		55,021,055		31%		33%

				AMAT		17,138,619		44,124,069		39%		33%

				OQIC		7,034,258		31,394,078		22%		33%

				OUIC		8,176,416		30,458,362		27%		33%

				TAOI		9,290,981		26,654,993		35%		33%

				AFIC		7,779,479		20,443,018		38%		33%

				VISN		8,333,116		17,608,957		47%		33%

				AINS		5,025,697		17,571,025		29%		33%

				MCTI		2,718,461		13,807,213		20%		33%

						131,852,887		403,541,759		33%



				Sorted As per GWP





















































INSURANCE RECEIVABLES



Insurance Receivable	NLIF	DICS	AMAT	OQIC	OUIC	TAOI	AFIC	VISN	AINS	MCTI	0.33717692807506677	0.30848677837965849	0.3884188242022738	0.2240632134506387	0.2684456898896927	0.34856437591261052	0.38054454581999592	0.4732316627270996	0.28602184562369021	0.19688701840117909	Weighted Average	NLIF	DICS	AMAT	OQIC	OUIC	TAOI	AFIC	VISN	AINS	MCTI	0.32673913928198939	0.32673913928198939	0.32673913928198939	0.32673913928198939	0.32673913928198939	0.32673913928198939	0.32673913928198939	0.32673913928198939	0.32673913928198939	0.32673913928198939	







The insurance receivables are computed as a ratio of Insurance receivables of the company to gross written premium recorded over the last 12 months. 
The ratio depicts the collection performance of each company. This is particularly important for Non-Life segment which has a short tail. Quicker collection can also improve the liquidity position and favorably impact the investment income.
VISN has the highest receivable ratio of about 47%, while MCTI recorded the lowest ratio of 20%. The weighted average insurance receivables ratio for the Omani industry stands at 33% as at December 31, 2021 which is an increase from 27% as at the same time last year. 

The analysis presented above is sorted by decreasing gross written premium.




OCI

		Company		As_at_Date		Profit After Tax - 2021 - Q4		OCI - 2021 - Q4		Total Comprehensive Income - 2021 - Q4		Profit After Tax - 2020 - Q4		OCI - 2020 - Q4		Total Comprehensive Income - 2020 - Q4								checks

		NLIF		Q4-2021		7,473,562		903,353		8,376,915		15,005,961		136,903		15,142,864		-45%		1				- 0		- 0		- 0

		OUIC		Q4-2021		3,959,810		-89,313		3,870,497		4,254,327		-49,499		4,204,828		-8%		1				- 0		- 0		- 0

		AINS		Q4-2021		3,827,149		0		3,827,149		4,389,840		0		4,389,840		-13%		1				- 0		- 0		- 0

		OQIC		Q4-2021		3,138,972		-6,202		3,132,770		2,120,414		-21,180		2,099,234		49%		0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DICS		Q4-2021		2,554,709		-35,113		2,519,596		3,851,634		-231,551		3,620,083		-30%		1				- 0		- 0		- 0

		AFIC		Q4-2021		1,675,511		263,329		1,938,840		1,668,760		-530,394		1,138,366		70%		0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		AMAT		Q4-2021		1,392,856		122,341		1,515,197		1,789,955		190,036		1,979,991		-23%		1				- 0		- 0		- 0

		MCTI		Q4-2021		770,437		-10,621		759,816		352,539		115,988		468,527		62%		0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		VISN		Q4-2021		-1,793,892		655,573		-1,138,319		1,123,174		-150,326		972,848		0%		1				- 0		- 0		- 0

		TAOI		Q4-2021		-5,312,378		84,363		-5,228,015		-955,733		62,395		-893,338		0%		1				- 0		- 0		- 0

						17,686,736		1,887,710		19,574,446		33,600,871		-477,628		33,123,243		0%		1

		Without NLIF								11,197,531						17,980,379		-38%



														TCI		-41%

														OCI		-495%

														PAT		-47%



















































TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME – 2021 - Q4



Profit After Tax - 2021 - Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	7473562	3959810	3827149	3138972	2554709	1675511	1392856	770437	-1793892	-5312378	OCI - 2021 - Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	903353	-89313	0	-6202	-35113	263329	122341	-10621	655573	84363	Total Comprehensive Income - 2021 - Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	8376915	3870497	3827149	3132770	2519596	1938840	1515197	759816	-1138319	-5228015	



RO Millions







TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME – 2020 - Q4



Profit After Tax - 2020 - Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	15005961	4254327	4389840	2120414	3851634	1668760	1789955	352539	1123174	-955733	OCI - 2020 - Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	136903	-49499	0	-21180	-231551	-530394	190036	115988	-150326	62395	Total Comprehensive Income - 2020 - Q4	NLIF	OUIC	AINS	OQIC	DICS	AFIC	AMAT	MCTI	VISN	TAOI	15142864	4204828	4389840	2099234	3620083	1138366	1979991	468527	972848	-893338	



RO Millions







The Indices of general market performance in the Stock Exchange exhibited a declining trend post the outbreak of COVID 19. The realization of the decline is reflected through either profit & loss accounts or Other Comprehensive Income statements of the Companies. The situation has started to recover post pandemic.
 
The Total Comprehensive Income (Profit after Tax plus Other Comprehensive Income) for the year end 2021 exhibited a decline of 41%. This is primarily because in 2020, NLIF exhibited exceptional growth in profits after tax which has not been sustained. 

For the year end 2021, VISN and TAOI have negative Total Comprehensive Income which is driven down by their Profit after Tax.
  
Segregated information for OCI is only available for 9 (out of 10) companies. 4 out of those 9 recorded losses in OCI for the year end 2021. It is observed that OCI for companies on an aggregate level was negative in the previous year due to investment hit borne however it has since increased by 495% as the companies demonstrated  recovery on investment performance.

The charts are sorted in descending order of 2021-Q4 Total Comprehensive Income. 




Conclusion







The listed insurance companies in Oman wrote a combined total of RO 404 gross premium in 2021 which is a 4% increase from RO 387 the previous year.  

As a direct result of the pandemic and the subsequent lockdown, the claim activity reduced significantly. Thus, the industry was able to grow its profits in 2020. However, the aftereffects of this resulted in a price war with the companies reducing premiums in order to write more business (as evidenced by the growth in GWP). While prices continue to fall accompanied with claim activity resuming as per normal, this has lead to a sharp decline in the profits for the year from RO 38M in 2020 to RO 21M in 2021. It should be be noted that over the last 5 years, profits recorded are currently at their lowest. 
The low pricing is not sustainable in the long run and as companies move towards better pricing and UW practices, we expect to see more stability and increase in the profits.




Profit - 3 years comparision

				Company		Profit 2019-Q3		Profit 2018-Q3		Profit 2017-Q3		Profit Growth

				ORIENT		353,790,000		351,895,000		306,628,000		1%

				ADNIC		194,441,000		218,762,000		178,508,000		-11%

				OIC		143,568,000		89,462,000		85,112,000		60%

				EIC		101,429,000		90,220,000		82,529,000		12%

				DHAFRA		65,475,665		62,942,849		38,784,864		4%

				TKFL		58,590,298		52,792,664		47,292,113		11%

				DIN		57,390,000		35,375,000		28,892,000		62%

				DNIR		46,598,000		46,527,000		42,002,000		0%

				SALAMA		44,951,000		54,767,000		91,983,000		-18%

				AAAIC		43,513,000		44,254,000		43,051,000		-2%

				ALLIANCE		37,739,266		40,670,765		36,551,360		-7%

				AWNIC		35,634,000		81,029,000		58,878,000		-56%

				ABNIC		33,225,453		38,600,471		42,170,681		-14%

				NGI		31,052,325		39,375,892		25,751,057		-21%

				UNION		25,224,000		14,064,000		6,319,000		79%

				AFNIC		24,784,270		33,581,241		21,568,425		-26%

				ASNIC		18,215,579		25,196,302		16,670,504		-28%

				ASCANA		17,516,000		25,815,000		9,846,000		-32%

				SICO		12,628,008		15,820,737		22,337,688		-20%

				IH		10,728,824		8,392,705		3,855,485		28%

				WATANIA		10,008,000		9,114,000		5,802,000		10%

				AMAN		8,720,297		7,924,556		3,757,794		10%

				METHAQ		5,328,011		13,921,588		1,925,594		-62%

				AKIC		3,696,957		-9,414,571		-106,112,837		139%

				DARTAKAFUL		2,877,599		8,084,307		7,320,794		-64%

				UFI		1,158,254		-1,177,387		-5,479,064		198%

				RAKNIC		664,390		11,661,042		18,115,463		-94%

				GCIC		-1,329,000		-2,396,000		-20,806,000		45%

				OUTFL		-2271803		-9364984		-2041737		76%

				TAKAFUL-EM		-17572244		9057416		1441837		-294%

				Total		1,367,774,149		1,406,953,593		1,092,654,021				12%





3 YEAR PROFIT COMPARISION



Profit 2017-Q3	ORIENT	ADNIC	OIC	EIC	DHAFRA	TKFL	DIN	DNIR	SALAMA	AAAIC	ALLIANCE	AWNIC	ABNIC	NGI	UNION	AFNIC	ASNIC	ASCANA	SICO	IH	WATANIA	AMAN	METHAQ	AKIC	DARTAKAFUL	UFI	RAKNIC	GCIC	OUTFL	TAKAFUL-EM	306628000	178508000	85112000	82529000	38784864	47292113	28892000	42002000	91983000	43051000	36551360	58878000	42170681	25751057	6319000	21568425	16670504	9846000	22337688	3855485	5802000	3757794	1925594	-106112837	7320794	-5479064	18115463	-20806000	-2041737	1441837	Profit 2018-Q3	ORIENT	ADNIC	OIC	EIC	DHAFRA	TKFL	DIN	DNIR	SALAMA	AAAIC	ALLIANCE	AWNIC	ABNIC	NGI	UNION	AFNIC	ASNIC	ASCANA	SICO	IH	WATANIA	AMAN	METHAQ	AKIC	DARTAKAFUL	UFI	RAKNIC	GCIC	OUTFL	TAKAFUL-EM	351895000	218762000	89462000	90220000	62942849	52792664	35375000	46527000	54767000	44254000	40670765	81029000	38600471	39375892	14064000	33581241	25196302	25815000	15820737	8392705	9114000	7924556	13921588	-9414571	8084307	-1177387	11661042	-2396000	-9364984	9057416	Profit 2019-Q3	ORIENT	ADNIC	OIC	EIC	DHAFRA	TKFL	DIN	DNIR	SALAMA	AAAIC	ALLIANCE	AWNIC	ABNIC	NGI	UNION	AFNIC	ASNIC	ASCANA	SICO	IH	WATANIA	AMAN	METHAQ	AKIC	DARTAKAFUL	UFI	RAKNIC	GCIC	OUTFL	TAKAFUL-EM	353790000	194441000	143568000	101429000	65475665	58590298	57390000	46598000	44951000	43513000	37739266	35634000	33225453	31052325	25224000	24784270	18215579	17516000	12628008	10728824	10008000	8720297	5328011	3696957	2877599	1158254	664390	-1329000	-2271803	-17572244	



AED Millions









Industry at Glance

		Industry @ a Glance

				Quarter		As_at_Date		Loss Ratio		Combined Ratio		ROE		GWP Growth %		Profit Margin

						2015-Q3

						2016-Q3

						2017-Q3

						2018-Q3

						2019-Q3

		Loss & combined Ratio trend

				Quarter		As_at_Date		Loss Ratio		Combined Ratio

						2015-Q3

						2016-Q3

						2017-Q3

						2018-Q3

						2019-Q3

						As_at_Date		Company



						2015-Q3

						2016-Q3

						2017-Q3

						2018-Q3

						2019-Q3



LOSS & COMBINED RATIO



Loss Ratio	

2015-Q3	2016-Q3	2017-Q3	2018-Q3	2019-Q3	Combined Ratio	

2015-Q3	2016-Q3	2017-Q3	2018-Q3	2019-Q3	







EXPENSE RATIO 5 - YEAR TREND



2015-Q3	2016-Q3	2017-Q3	2018-Q3	2019-Q3	
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Premiums and Profit Analysis

A summary of premium and profitability growth during
2021 from the previous year is presented. Companies
exhibiting premium and profitability growth rate outside of
the +-20% and +-100% range are capped, respectively.

A company being in the top right quadrant indicates growth
in both business volume and profits. On the other hand,
being in the bottom right quadrant indicates growth in
business volume but a decline in profits: this might be due to
the company onboarding loss making business.

Four companies reside in the bottom right quadrant
indicating premium growth accompanied with decline in
profits. This could be a result of the current economic
climate and poor underwriting practices.

Only three companies reside above the x-axis meaning only
three (out of 10) companies demonstrated improvement in
profits.
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Net Technical Provisions

Total net reserves as at end of December 2021 amount to RO 196 million which is
a 2% increase compared to the reserves as at end of December 2020 (RO 192
million).

Out of all the listed companies, NLIF has the highest technical provisions, which is
commensurate to the size and nature of its operations.

The highest growth in net technical provisions is seen for TAOI. The increase is
primarily driven by a sizeable increase in the outstanding claims for General
Takaful.
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Combined Ratio Analysis

The weighted average loss in the Sultanate of Oman is computed to be 71% (2020: 63%). The loss ratios in the previous year were lower due to reduced claims as result of
Covid-19. Additionally, loss ratios of the current year are higher due to impact of natural catastrophe. VISN bears the highest loss ratio of 124% and AFIC bearing the lowest
loss ratio of 32%.

A company is deemed to be profitable from an underwriting perspective if the combined ratio is below 100%. The weighted average combined ratio of listed companies in
the Sultanate works out to be 101% (2020: 90%) with VISN bearing the highest combined ratio of 161% whereas the lowest combined ratio is depicted by AINS at 83%.
Only three companies, namely VISN, TAOI and MCTI, have combined ratios higher than 100% which is indicated by their underwriting losses.

Loss Ratio is computed as Net Incurred Claims over Net Earned Premium.

Combined Ratio is calculated as ratio of Net Incurred Claims along with G&A Expenses, Net Commissions and Other Expenses over Net Earned Premiums.

For Takaful companies we have consolidated the policyholders and shareholders P&L for comparative purposes.

The analysis is sorted on the basis of Gross Written Premium for 2021
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Segment-wise Loss Ratio
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Loss Ratio Expenses Net Commission Combined Ratio

Since the Life and Non-Life business segment wise information was available,
Loss Ratio analysis on the breakup is also presented.

Due to limited availability of information, the graph shows reported net loss
ratios for Life and Non-life segments.

The weighted average loss ratio for Life business for 2021 works out to be 79%
(2020: 73%) whereas Non-Life business has a weighted average of 62% (2020:
53%). There seems to be an upward trend in loss ratios for both Life and Non-
Life business. This is because the baseline loss ratios in 2020 were
exceptionally low owing to the pandemic. Moreover, in 2021 the industry saw a
twin impact of covid related claims and cyclone Shaheen.

The weighted average loss ratios are consistent across both segments while
commission ratios for takaful insurers are marginally higher than those of their
conventional insurance counterparts. Further due to significantly higher
expense ratios exhibited by the takaful operators, the overall combined ratio
for takaful companies works out to be 126% which is higher than that of
conventional insurance companies which is at 98%.

The analysis is sorted on the basis of Gross Written Premium for 2021
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Loss and Expense Ratio

The weighted average loss and expense ratio of the listed companies in
Sultanate of Oman is computed to be 71% and 30% respectively. TAOI,
AFIC and MCTI have experienced the most notable increase in expense
ratios while TAOI and VISN have also seen a significant increase in loss
ratios. This has resulted in these companies having combined ratios
exceeding 150% which are above the industry average of 101%,
indicating an underwriting deficit.

The analysis is sorted on the basis of Gross Written Premium for 2021
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Expense Ratio

Considering G&A Expense as a proportion of Net Earned Premiums, MCTI
bears the highest expense ratio of 72% followed by VISN having expense
ratio of 70%. The remaining Companies all have G&A Expense ratios below
50%.

NLIF recorded the lowest expense ratio in the industry at 11% owing to its
large premium volume. Larger companies generally tend to have lower
expense ratio, as they have sufficient business to absorb the fixed cost base
as is evidenced by the above.

The weighted average G&A expense ratio as a proportion of net earned
premium for the listed Insurance companies stands at 25% (2020: 24%).
All companies except NLIF have expense ratio higher than the market
average, hence if NLIF is excluded from the analysis, the G&A expense ratio
goes up to 40%.

The expense ratio is worked out as:

Expense Ratio = General and Administrative Expense as a percentage of
Net Earned Premium.

The graph is sorted with respect to Gross Written Premium for 2021 in
descending order.
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Expense Ratio

The highest commission expense ratio recorded for the year 2021 is for AFIC
at 19% while VISN experienced the lowest ratio of -28%. The average net
commission ratio for the Omani Insurance Industry stood at 5% which is
consistent from the previous year. The commission expense considered is the
net commission (commissions paid less commissions earned); a negative ratio
signifies that the commissions earned outweigh the commissions paid. It is
common practice for companies to cede out a large proportion of commercial
lines business and benefit from the reinsurance commissions, which is also
evidenced by the low net commission ratio.

It is felt that there is an inherent need to optimize reinsurance arrangements
so that companies can benefit from underwriting profitable business without
passing the risk and reward to re-insurers and just acting as fronting partners;
while at the same time not affecting their solvency position.

Commission Ratios = Net Commissions as a percentage Net Earned Premium.

The above graph is sorted with respect to Gross Written Premium in descending
order.
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Return on Equity

The weighted average Return on Equity (ROE) for the Insurance
companies in Oman recorded to be 8% which a decline from the 15%
recorded in 2020. This decline can be attributed to the substantial
decline in profits in 2021.

OQIC has the highest return on equity of about 18% whereas TAOI has
recorded the lowest return of -24%.

The Return on Equity is calculated as a ratio of net annual profit (before
tax) to total of shareholder's equity at the beginning of 2021.

The graph is sorted with respect to Gross Written Premium in descending
order.
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Earning Per Share
Company EPS 2020-Q4 EPS 2021-Q4

VISN 0.011 -0.018

MCTI 0.032 0.070

AINS 0.044 0.038

OQIC 0.021 0.031

NLIF 0.057 0.028

OUIC 0.043 0.040

DICS 0.039 0.026

AMAT 0.004 0.005

AFIC 0.016 0.016

TAOI 0.021 0.008

Earnings per share (EPS) indicates how profitable a company is on a
per-share basis. EPS is directly related to a company’s profits; the
higher the realized/unrealized profits are, the higher the EPS value.

Most companies experienced a decrease in earnings in 2021 which
has resulted in the listed insurance market experiencing an overall
decrease as well. This decrease can be attributed to decline in profits
for the year.
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Cash To Invested Assets

The Cash ratio of the industry works out to 92% (2020: 66%). NLIF
and VISN have the highest level of 100% maintained as Cash, while
AMAT has the lowest ratio of 57%.

The Cash Ratio indicates very high liquidity for the market overall.
Since majority of the business for all companies except NLIF is
concentrated in short-tailed Non-life segment, the high liquidity is to
be expected. Cash and Bank Deposits generally earns a lower return
compared to other asset classes.

The Cash Ratio has been taken as the ratio of Cash and Bank Deposits
to Total Invested Assets.

The graph is sorted with respect to Gross Written Premium in descending
order.
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Insurance Receivables

The insurance receivables are computed as a ratio of Insurance
receivables of the company to gross written premium recorded over the
year

The ratio depicts the collection performance of each company. This is
particularly important for Non-Life segment which has a short tail.
Quicker collection can also improve the liquidity position and favorably
impact the investment income.

VISN has the highest receivable ratio of about 47%, while MCTI
recorded the lowest ratio of 20%. The weighted average insurance
receivables ratio for the Omani industry stands at 33% as at year-end
2021 which is an increase from 27% the previous year. It should be
noted that the weighted average receivable ratio is consistent with pre-
COVID (2019) levels.

The analysis presented is sorted by decreasing Gross Written Premium.
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Asset Mix

The Asset Mix compares the proportion of invested assets and non
invested assets (such as insurance & reinsurance receivables) of the
companies in Oman insurance industry as at year-end 2021. OUIC and
MCTI have the highest proportion (59%) of invested assets, Whereas
both takaful companies have the lowest proportion (28%) of assets
invested. The market proportion of invested assets to total assets has
been computed to be 47% (2020: 50%). The industry average is
driven by NLIF, followed by DICS which have the highest amount of
overall assets indicative of their size.

The graph is sorted in descending order of 2021 Profits.
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Total Comprehensive Income

The indices of general market performance in the Stock Exchange exhibited a
declining trend post the outbreak of COVID 19 which has continued till 2021.
The realization of the decline is reflected through either profit & loss accounts
or Other Comprehensive Income statements of the Companies. The situation
has worsened due to adverse weather events including cyclone Shaheen.

The Total Comprehensive Income (Profit after Tax plus Other Comprehensive
Income) for the year end 2021 exhibited a decline of 41%. This is primarily
because in 2020, NLIF exhibited exceptional growth in profits after tax which
has not been sustained.

During 2021, VISN and TAOI have negative Total Comprehensive Income
which is driven down by their Profit after Tax.

Segregated information for OCI is only available for 9 (out of 10) companies. 4
out of those 9 recorded losses in OCI for the year 2021. It is observed that OCI
for companies on an aggregate level was negative in the previous year due to
investment hit borne however it has since bettered significantly as most
companies demonstrated improvement on investment performance.

The charts are sorted in descending order of 2021 Total Comprehensive Income.
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Conclusion

The listed insurance companies in Oman wrote a combined total of RO 404 gross premium in 2021 which is a 4% increase from RO 387 the previous year.
This increase is driven by introduction of mandatory health insurance scheme and new licensing system for Medical Insurance Business by CMA.

During the previous year 2020, the claim activity was reduced significantly as a direct result of the pandemic and subsequent restrictions. Thus, the
industry was able to grow its profits. However, this had led to the emergence of stiff competition and downward pressures to reduce premiums to a level
which is not sustainable in the long run.

With the resumption of claim activity, Oman was also impacted by adverse weather conditions including a severe cyclonic storm (Shaheen). This has
severely impacted the underwriting performance which is reflected by an increase in loss ratios for both Life and Non-Life segments. The loss ratio for Life
business is 79% (2020: 73%) while for Non-life business is 62% (2020: 53%).

Despite the steep decline in underwriting income, most companies have been able to maintain higher profits by relying on investments. The overall profit
before tax for the year 2021 is recorded as RO 21M which is a significant decrease from RO 39M in 2020. It should be noted that the profit is currently at
the lowest during the last 5 years period.

The industry has met with many adversities especially in the last two years, but they have continued to persevere and remained reliant during this tough
time by adopting digitization and technology for its operations. Going forward we expect to see more stability and increase in the profits as companies
move towards better pricing and underwriting practices.
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Disclaimer

We have undertaken an analysis of the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of the listed insurance companies in Oman for the year end 2021. The data has been
extracted from the financial statements of those companies which were publicly listed and available till the compilation of this report.

BADRI publishes reports and newsletters that provide insights for the insurance industry and the public. Our goal is to draw upon research and experience
from our professionals to bring transparency and availability of information to the industry and in the process spread brand awareness. No part of our
compensation received for other services directly or indirectly influences the contents of this report. The Analysts preparing the report are subject to internal
rules on sound ethical conduct.

This publication contains general information only and we are not by means of this publication, rendering actuarial, investment, accounting, business, financial,
legal, tax, or other professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, nor should it be used as a basis
for any decision or action that may affect your finances or your business. Before making any decision or taking any action that may affect your finances or your
business, you should consult a qualified professional adviser. Should you come across an error or have a query, do write to us.

While reasonable care has been taken in preparing this document and data obtained from sources believed to be reliable, no responsibility or liability is
accepted for errors of fact or for any opinion expressed herein. Badri accepts no liability and will not be liable for any loss or damage arising directly or
indirectly (including special, incidental or consequential loss or damage) from your use of this document, howsoever arising, and including any loss, damage or
expense arising from, but not limited to, any defect, error, imperfection, fault, mistake or inaccuracy with this document, its contents or associated services, or
due to any unavailability of the document or any thereof or due to any contents or associated services.

Due to availability of limited information, we were unable to segregate further into class of business. Once all companies start publishing financial statements
with uniform level of segregation, this can be done.

The Group & Individual Credit Life, Family Takaful and Term & Whole Life Plans are considered as Life Insurance while Other General Insurance are taken as
Non-Life Insurance due to the available segmentation in the published financials. For NLIF and MCTI, Medical is not segregated from Life in the published
financial statement therefore, due to limitation it is presented under Life Business segment. For VISN and DICS segmental information was extremely limited in
the published financials; hence assumptions have been used to estimate the amounts used in the analysis.
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Companies Included in the Analysis

Company Name Ticker Name 

Al Madina Takaful AMAT

Al-Ahlia Insurance Company AINS

Arab Falcon Insurance Company AFIC

Dhofar Insurance DICS

Muscat Insurance MCTI

National Life & General Insurance NLIF

Oman Insurance Company OUIC

Oman Qatar Insurance Company OQIC

Takaful Oman Insurance TAOI

Vision Insurance Company VISN
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